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THE COUNTRY rperirrei :Ts tehr e dn ibgey t t, a ndoffit he ciallotwh e t.
mometer was 78 at 4 a. m. At 9
STRICKEN o'clock it had risen to 83. The humid 'ity was 6t, and the wind, which was
from the northwest, was very fight.
New :I.:yen, Conn., July 19--Three I
deaths and eight cases of prostration
from heat were reported from Con
necticut in the twenty-four hours up ,
to 8 a. m. today. The official temper-
ature at 9 o'clock was 89 degrees and
the humidity 50 per cent.
Washington, July 19.—The heated
term continues with little or no abate
ment in any quarter. Along the low-
er lakes, also in Iowa, Northern Illi-
rois and Southern Wisconsin there
have been a few early-morning thun
tier storms, but the temperature has
riot been materially lowered except in
Iowa and Southern Minnesota.
The greatest intensity of the heat-
ed term centers in the Ohio Valley
and the north portion of the Meddle
Atlantic states, where last night the
minimum temperatures ranged from
72 to 78 degrees, the last named be-
ing the record for Philadelphia.
The outlook for thunder storms
during the lksieot thirty-six hours in
the Upper Ohio Valley and thence
ca Award is fair! ood With the
HOPE OF RELIEF WITHHELD
FROM THE SWELTERING
THOUSANDS.
DRIVEN FROM HOMES
TO OUTDOORS FOR AIR.
Sduffering Was Particularly Severe in
New York, but Other Cities
Felt Warmth.
THE DEATH RATE
FLIGHTFULLY LARGE.
New York, July 19.—No relief, but
rather a promise of more heat and
even greater suffering, came to New
York today. • Even with every park
in the. city thrown wide open, and
with practically ,every restriction re-
moved, hundreds of thousands have
been unaol'e to escape the severest
suffering. Yesterday, with nearly two
score of deaths and ten times as
teeny serious heat prostration. official
/ly reported, taxed the facilities of
every hospital and like institution in
the city. Ambulance surgeons, driv-
ers and horsesooworn down by the
terrible heat and the strain of inces-
sant work, were completely exhause-
ed The horses gave out earlier than
• the men, and comparatively early it
became necessary to press police pa-
trol wagons into eervioe QS tertrpor
ary ambulances. Then the hospitals
became filled to their capacity, and
several were forced to announce that
no more sufferers could be received.
Although many thousand tenement
dwellers availed themselves of the op-
portunity given by the open parks to
...sleep in the outer air, there were
m▪ any more that could not leave their
homes in the parched and swelteriN,
/owe!' section of the city. It was fr•
that section that the first reports of
ci^isths due to the heat came today.
before 7 a. m. five fatalities had been
reported. Two of the victims fell
from windows, where they were
sleeping. The others died directly
from heat exhaustion. In Brooklyn
a heat-crazed mother plunged a carv-
his knife into her sleeping nineteen-
snonths-old child, killing it instantly
and then made an unsuccessful at-
tempt to take her own life.
Official figures given out by the
government weather bureau today
?dhow ti.at the lowest temperature re
corded during the. last twenty-four
hours was 6 o'clock this morning.
The government thermometer stood
at 76 at that hour, having fallen on
an average of one degree an hour due
ing the night. From that time on,
however, it began to rise, reaching
S4 at 9 o'clock.
The death roll due to the excessive
twee increased rapidly today, seven-
teen deaths being reported during the
forenoon.
Philadelphia, July t9.—Torrid weath
Cr prevails again today in this city
and vicinity. The intense heat con-
tinued through the night, and at 8
'o'clock this morning the Ithermorneter
registered 85 degrees, the same fig
ures recorded at 8 o'clock yesterday
!naming.
Balttmere, Md., July t9,---The ex
trernely hIceather continuo; here
today, the rmometer reaching 87
degrees at 10 o'clock a. m. Last
night W3 4.tte warmest night in Bal-
timore for the past three years. Thou
stands of persons spent the night on
their doorsteps.
Philadelphia, July 19.—Torrid
weather prevails again today in this
city and vicinity. The intense heat
continued throdgh the night, and at
8 o'clock this morning the thermom
*ter registered 85 degrees, the same
figures recorded at 8 o'clock yester-
elaj,"Plorning.
Cincinnati, y go—Three more
'deaths were reported early today, the
same number that occurred' yester-
day. A brisk breeze during the morn
ing tempered the he-at considerably,
buti*the suffering during the night in
the crowded' sections. down town was
intense.
Chicago, July 19.—Bretntes from
Lake Michigan tempered the heat
here today. Light clouds broke the
sun's glare and aided in moderating
the weather.
Bost( n. July re—Another day of
Intense' heat was in prospect in this
city today when the resident. awoke
after e night which had brought little
retitt. Scarcely a bresth of air stir-
y g .
showers there will be more or less
fall in temperature Thursday after-
noon or night, and it now seems prob
able that the prevailing high temper
attire will be temporarily interrupted
by Friday.
The high temperature continued in
Washington today, but a much lower
humidity and a stirring breeze offered
con.siderable relief. At 8 a. m. the
temperature reeorded at the weather
bureau was 82 degrees, practically
the gime as on yesterday at the same
hour, The humidity was only 58 ite,
comparison with 76 for the same houl
yesterday. The temperature is rising'
mpidly, and doubtless the maximum
;sill be from 93 to 95 degrees.
Entrance Fees
SUB-COMMITTEE DECIDED ON
HOW MUCH EACH
SHOULD PAY.
Mr. J. Wheeler Campbell in From a
Tour of District—Candidates .
Preparing for City Offices.
Yesterday afternoon at the office
of Chairman W. A. Berry, of the city
democratic committee there was held
a meeting by the sub-committee Se-
lected for the purpose of arranging
for the democratic primary to be held
here August 21st, to select the party
nominees for city police jodge, alder-
men, councilmen and school trustees
The committee decided that candi-
dates for police judge should pay $20
entrance fee, candidates for aidermee
and councilmen $5 each, arid those
for school trustee $3. Those intend
ing to run will have to deposit their
money by the first of August with
Committeeman Mann W. Clark, who
was desigmated as the proper party
to receive the oin.
Mr. Campbell In.
State Senator J. Wheeler Camp-
bell, who has been out over the dis-
trict making speeches, has returned
for a few days. As the time limit has
passed for aspirants to enter the state.
senatorial race, and no one put up
their money except Mr. Campbell, he
will be declared the democratk 'norm-
nee by the senatorial committee that
will meet the fifth of next month for
that purpose. As the scarcity ;Ot
candidates makes it not necessary to
hold a primary, his t000 will be re-
turned to him.
Calling Candidates.
Already candidates are being called
for the different nominees to be se-
lected at the August atst primary,
and before many days the field will
to full of aspirants as the bee is buz-
zing around the hats of many. There
will be only two candidates for po
lice judge, Judge Sanders and Attor-
ney George C. Duigiud, while a raft
of announcements will be made for
the minor places.
MEN ENLISTED.
Sergeant Jacobs Has Recruited Many
for the Service.
Sergeant Jacobs, of. the United
States army recruiting station here,
this morning shipped another batch
f men enliated for the various eery
s. Paul Mcguilough, of Comes,
Tenn., goes to Jefferson barracks, St.
Louie, to join the. cave/1-y;
Renee and Rex Spaulding, of
city, go toCeslumbus, Ohio, bar
for service in the cost artillery;
Brown and Van B. Brown, of Oa
vine, Tenn., go bo Columbus bare
for infantry service. Charles
Waehhurn, of here, went to the sane
place for infantry service.
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MR. HARMON COMES ON BUS-
INESS REGARDING NEW
LODGE HERE.
Elks' Lodge Meets Tonight While
'Red Men Gather Tomorrow
Evening—Oder Lodges.
Today Mir. Harvey Harmon, of
Princeton, Ind., will arrive here for
the purpose of arranging the prelim-
inaries looking towards installation of
newly organized aerie of the
ernal Order of Eagles to be in-
tuted in this city. Mr. Harmon is
one pf the grand aerie officials for
Indiana aDd has been commissioned
by State 'President Wendertoth, of
Kentucky to come here and prepare,
for the installation.
'Mr.. Louis P. Head and others have
gotten together about fifty charter
members for the body, and others
will be added today, when there will
be decided upon the place for holding
tonight's session for the purpose of
getting ready for the induction. The
charter and paraphernalia have to
first he ordered and received before
the body is started off, and this will
he done tonight, and `.111:. Harmon re-
turn when they get here.
Elks' Regular Session.
The Elks' lodge meets this evening
at their hall on North Fourth street.
Red Men.
The Red Men hold their regular
weekly session tomorrow evening at
their hall on North Fourth.
Odd Fellows.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows
et, tonight at the Fraternity build-
g, and Ingleside lodge tomorrow
evening.
Aldermen Tonight.
The board of aldermen will net
this evening in regular session at the
City Hall.
MORE TROUBLE
IN VENEZUELA.
Government Wants .Damages From
French Cable Company Now.
,New York, July 19.—The Venezue-
lan authorities have, according to a
Herald dispatch from Caracas, insti-
tued proceedings against the French
Cable company for damages incur-
red by the government for the cable
company's alleged participation in the
hiatos revolution.
This is a different action than that
!decided against the company on
March st, which resulted in declar-
ing the company's concession null and
void and aesessing it in damages for
failure to fulfill the terms of its con-
tract. Cablegrams form a large part
of the evidence claimed to be in poe-
session of the authorities. According
to common report, they were taken
from the cable office by an operator.
They were first offered to the French
legation for sale, but the offer was
declined, after which they were sold
to Gen. Castro.
It was the common belief that
the French minister, Charles Weiner,
left Venezuela for Paris in•May for
the purpose of settling the matter,
but nothing has come of it, and the
long-deferred suit begun.
BACK FROM LODGE.
Councilman Gilson Has Returned
From Elks Meeting.
JUSTICE BARBER HAS UNDER
ADVISEMENT THE SUIT
FILED.
Judge Reed Decided That Wilson
Finch Would Have to Abide by
College Rule—Court Business.
Justice R. J. Barber has under con-
sideration in his court the suit of. J.
Harlan Griffith against Mrs. Jose-
phine Wurth, for $so damages, aid
expects to render hi; opinion today.
The plaintiff and defendant own ad-
joining property on Twelfth be-
tween Monroe and Mladison streets,
and plaintiff claims defendant tore
down the dividing fence, and also
had dug ading out of her property,
, a duch that carried filth and refuse
over into plaintiff's plot of ground.
, It took three hours to hear the case
:Tuesday, and the magistrate is re-
serving his opinion, as he has several
!knotty points he wants to look up
Councilman Edward Gilson, return-
ed yesterday morning from Buffalo,
New York, where he went and attend
ed the grand lodge meeting of Elks
from over the United States. He
states it was the most successful and
largely attended gathering for years,
and all Kentuckians were proud on
capturing the highest honor of the
land, for Mr. Robert' Brown, the
widely known Louisville newspaper
man, who was chosen grand exalted
ruler.
Mr. Gilson stopped over in Louis
ville on the way back and expects
Mr. Hazy G. Johnson to return to-
day. The latter was the official rep-
resentative of the Paducah lodge at
the meeting. these two and Mr. Ras
Wolfe were he only ones going
from here. The latter has already re
t urned.
Sample Room.
Mr. Ad Rasch, the traveling man
for the St. Louis stationary, book
and novelty house, is preparing to
open his handsome sample rooms on
the second floor over Bockmon's cof-
fee house at Seventh and 'Kentucky
avenue. He expects to have game
i.eady by the first of the month.
Aimaro Sato, a member of the Jap-
anese peace comnvission, is a graduate
of DePauw University, of Greencas-
tle, Ind., of the class of t881.
College Proceeding.
Yesterday Judge W. M Reed tried
the injunction suit of Wilson Finch
against the Draughon Business col-
lege and decided in favor of the de-
fendant. Finch entered the business
college to study 'book-keeping and
would carry his books home at night-
time to do work on them after sup-
per in his room. The college pro-
fessor told him one of the rules of
the institution was to comPel the pu-
ever, things weer amicably adjusted,
the couple go bask together, and all
cases will be dismissed when reached
on the respective court dockets.
FAMOUS AS MONKEY TRAINER
Jacob Cook, Who Educated "Mr.
1
 
..Crowley," Succumbs to Heat.
—
New York, July 19.—Jacob Cook,
for thirty years an attendant in Cen-
tral park, whose dea:th from heat
prostration has just occurred, was
one of the best trainers of monkeys
in the world. He entered the park
service as a laborer, but it was not
long before he became attached to
the menagerie, and finally became
identified exclusively with the mon-
:oev house. He showed the greatest
affection for his pets and nursed
many of them through long illnesses.
The trainer's/ greatest triumps were
achieved in the education of "Mister
Crowley," and "Kitty Crowley," chim-
panzees, which were world renown-
ed attractions and did innumerable
tricks.
GRAND OUTING.
Many V " Enjoy the Dick Fowler
Em-.onsioe 71-is Evenir
The excursion torl.-I.' the
steae•er Dirk FY wler will be . ne of
the oldest and most enjoyable wa-
•-• ;utings ever given en the rivers
around here. The women'spile to leave their books at the co:-4 ''.211in-
nimittee of the Y. M. C A., andlege building and not carry them
asso ebe Where of that organization,
'home, for fear the scholars would
get somebody to help the pupil if ;.ave charge of the excursi n and sev
they got the books away, therefore
the benefits accuring to the scholar
would not be as great as if they learn-
ed everything themselves. Finch kept
carrying his books home anyhow, and
the college suspended him. Finch
claimed the reason tuey did not want
him to study at home was so all the
work would have to be done at the
college during the daytime, and the
pupih therefore kept in school for a
longer period, which meant more to
the owners of the institution, who
got so muck each month from each
stedent. The judge decided the col-
leee could make Finch adhere to the
rul4 Hub wanted an iplimetion to
the professor to reinstate
hint. ' -
Oatthtg Sarrlee.
The official notices sent out by the
circ* dello to outside towns for ser-
vice open parties sued in connection
with 'the People's Home Purchasing
company, are coming back now, with
endorsement shown that the defend-
ants were notified of the proceeding
institated here, which is the one to
hold the director, responsible for the
money collected by the company, and
also- the one to make the stockhold-
er turn into the hand's of the receiv-
ers the amount equivalent to their
stock_ Yesterday there was received
emcee from Graves county the strai-
n-eons on Lawrence Anderson, but as
yet the paper has not been returned
from Louisville, showing service got-
ten on W. B. Sanitti, who I. the larg-
est one sued, he being asked for Us,-
coo.
Automobilists Sued.
L. M Duncan yesterday filed suit
in the quarterly court against James
and Ben Weille, for $45 damages
claimed because the automobile of the
defendants scared plaintiff's mule and
caused it to run away.
Special Grand Jury.
The special grand jury empaneled
at Mayfield for the purpose of inves-
tigating the mysterious death of the
unknown murdered man will con-
vene next Monday and delve into the
case, to remain until they have sift-
ed the matter to the bottom. The
unknown man was found out on the
Reynolds farm near Mayfield, lying
under a hay stack and as the regular
grand juries have stwaye been so
busy handling numerous other mat-
ters coming before them, the special
one had to be drawn for 'sole pur-
pose of looking into this proceeding.
Recondled.
Yesterday a recorreiliation was ef-
fected between J. C. Sheron and his
wife, of the county, and now the di-
vorce proceedings and other actions
will be dismissed. They are promi-
nent residents of the county, who
Married twenty-seven years ago, each
being now shout sixty years of age.
A number of years ago they virtually
separated as man and wife, but eon-
tint4 living under the same roof,
and one month since the husband
filed suit for divorce against the wife
in the circuit come claiming ill-tem-
per and bad treatment. He after-
wards got a peace Warrant again*
het front Justice Jesse Young, to
compel her to keep the peace, by
claiming that she threatened ttis life.
In the divorce ca r the wife put in
ral Looked people are preparing t9
'ke advantage of the out:n and
A•c-di seevral pleasant hour- pon
water. The boat will return
aLuat 11 o'clock. Aboard will be
fine music and all kinds of refresh
TT1 e nrts
Again Continued
CHARGES AGAINST CITY JAIL
ER EVITTS GO OVER.
ONCE MORE.
Proceedings Postponed Until Next
Monday Night on Account of
Absence of Alderman Bell.
For another time the charges filed
against City Jailer Thomas Evionts
have beers continued and it cannot be
prognieticatect when the proceedings
will be given a trial as this is the sec
ond postponement since the accusa-
tions were lodged against him.
Last night' when the aldermanic
board met in adjourned meeting
to take up the proposition, it was
found that seven were present, Presi-
dent Dick Davis and, Members Kraus,
Grief, Orme,_Burnett, Starks and Far
ley. There was also present the doz-
en witnesses, about too spectators,
the lawyers for the defense and pros-
ecution, Attorneys Hal Corbett, W.
F. Bradshaw, Sr., and Thomas B. Har
risou being for the prosecution, and
Lawyers John K. Hendrick, Samuel
Crossland and Wheeler Campbell for
the defense. Jailer Evitts was there
as was also P,?trolmari Samuel Bead-
les, who files against him the im
pea chmene charges.
After the body was called to order
Member Grief asked if it was not
necessary for every member to be
present and help pasts on the case.
Alderman E. E. Bell being absent
and out of the city. President Davis
stated that the charter Ave two-
thirds of the members the right to
pass on the case. Notwithstanding
this Mr. Grief moved that inasmuch
25 Mr. Bell could not be present now,
but was expected beck by next Mon-
day night, that the trial be continued
until that date. On a vote being
taken this motion prevailed, President
Davis being the only one voting
against the postffonement. At the ad-
vice of the lawyers present it was'
then announced thae next Monday
night the case would surely go to
trial, if legal attachments had to. be
issued for every alderman and wit-
ness to compel their attendance, this
being the second poseponement made
and third meeting of the board since
the charges WVIT instituted. When
the case was laid before the alder-
men two weeks ago they set lase Fri-
day night as the time for hearing it,
but at that period continued it until
last night and now carry it over tin
til Monday evening.
DESIGN
IS TO MAKE THE WASHING-
TON CONFERENCE AN IN-
TERNATIONAL ONE.
ENVOY WITTE'S OBJECT
IN VISITING EUROPE.
Hope to Avoid in This Way Full
Penalty For Being Defeated in
War.
ZEMSTVO CONGRESS,
MUST END IN FAILURE.
\St. Petersburg, July z9.—M. Witte
will stop at Berlin and Paris on his
way to the peace conference for the
purpose of enlisting support to turn
the Washington meeting into an in-
ternational council.
It is hoped that America will insist
on backing Korea against Japan, as
it is bound by treaty to defend the
interests of the Hermit Kingdom. If
France should be induced to urge
China's participation in the negotia-
tions Russia would then insist that
the signature of the other powers
were necessary to make the peace
lasting.
PUNSTON'S FATHER PINCHED.
iota, Kas , July 19.—E. H. Fun-
!don, former congressman from this
district and father of Gen. Frederick
Funston, was today in the police
("MITI found guilty of disturbing the
peace and with having carried con-
cealed weapons He was fined $5 on
each Charge, and the costs of the suits
were charged against him, making a
total of $3r..
Must Prove a Failure.
Moscow, July to.—The Zernstvo
congress opened at midday in the
residence of Prince Dolgorukoff. The
gathering has been forbidden and
there is interest to know what the
government will do now.
Berlin, July 19—Russian reformees
in Berlin, who have hitherto cone-
&fitly hoped that the present crisis
in the Russian movement would be
solved in favor of the Zemstvo, now
admit that the Zerrrstvo congress
must end in failure.
The Zemstvo party, it is explained,
underestimated the government's
strength arid disclosed its plans too
early. In this way the government
was enabled, by entrans of bribes, to
serengthen the loyalty of certain
troops,
It is believed that at the best the
congress can only academically dis-
cuss Bulysein's plan and reject its
principles. The Rusisiische Korres-
port-dense will say tomorrow that the
'hope that the congress will give Rus-
sia a constitution will end in disap-
pointment.
BRAGGING GENERAL.
Says Japanese Wish for Peace, As
They Are Unable to Advance.
Headquarters of the Russian Army,
Godeyadoni, Manchuria, July t9—In
conversation withi a correspondent of
the Associated Press regarding the
present military situation, Gen. Batt-
janioff, commander of the third Man-
churian army, today adopted a most
optimistic tone. He declared the
Japanese were unable to advance
both on account of the strengthen-
ing of the Ruseian positions and be-
cause they have not fully recovered
from their own losses at the battle
of Mukden. He concluded:
"Never during the whole war has
the Russian army been so strong in
every respect as at present. The
Japanese know this and therefore
they wish for peace."
BUCKING HORSE.
Two Lads Thrown From Spirited
Animal on Broadway.
Yesterday morning shortly before
noon she two little eons of Black
snrith Edward Morgan. of South
Third street, were riding his spirited
animal down Broadway when the
horse became obtierperous arid corn
menced buck-jumping. One lad was
thrown off while the other clung on
for a few more moments and then he
went over the head of the brute also.
Fortunately neither one was injured
outside of a few bruises.
Factory Building Started.
Oontractor peorge Ingram yester-
day started the work of erecting the
new building on Harrison street be-
tween Eighth and Ninth, for the Har
dy Buggy company.
Charles Edgar Brown, postmaster
at Cincinnati under the second Cleve
!arid administration, and ex-member
of the Ohio legislature, for years po-
lice commissioner and prominent as.
an attoesey, died Tuesday at Mor
gantown, W. Va., after a prolonged
attack of diphtheria.
Party Wall
AGREEMENTS FILED, YESTER-
DAY BY MRS. COBB AND
L. S. DUBOIS.
Judge Lightfoot Having More r:ow-
er Beds Put Around Court
House—Deeds Recorded.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day was lodged an agreement that
MTS. Mamie Cobb and L. S. DuBois
cculd either one erect a thirteen inch
-party wall between their adjoining
property on Broadway near Seventh
street. Thcy. own lots ,ide by side
and this agreementoetipulates that if
either want to build the wall that
will stand partly on the property of
-each they have the right.
Deeds Recorded.
Prcperty lying in the —criinty -has
been bought by T. H. Angle from
Kate White for $1,000 and the deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
U. S Walston transferred to Isaac
Nuckolls for $150, property lying on
Jones street near Twelfth.
W. C. O'Bry-an transferred to Mrs.
'Ella Rogers for $60, property lying
in the O'Bryan addition to the city.
-The West End Improvement corn-
•rany sold to Wilford Rogers for
too, nropertv on Twenty-seventh
.'•••••• 'ear Broadway.
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New England and Tariff.
(Nashville Banner.)
it A peculiar phase of the TV.' tariff
-agitation is that it comes peincipally
from Massachusetts, the birthplace
and erstwhile strorrghold of the pro-
tection idea_ Gov. Douglas was elect
ed in Massachusetts last year mainly
on an issue of reciprocity with Can-
ada. Now he takes a broader ground
and urges general reciprocity and a
lowering of tariff duties. It is not
epreffising that this should be the
democratic view, but there is a -erong
republican faction in Massachusetts
urging that the state convention of
the party declare for Canadian recip-
rocity and general tariff revision.
Massachusetts has never 'been al-
together altruistic in her policies con-
cerning national politics, and the in-
dicated change of from rn the tariff
issue probably show, a change in in-
terest. New England had at one time
a monopoly in certain lines of Amen -
can nranufacturs that no longer. exists
-and it feels now the necessity of ex-
•prriding its foreign market. It is es-
pecially desirous of entering Canada.
It would be a somewhat remark-
-able, but not altogether unprophe-
eied r*ate of affairs. if New England
should become a promoter of free
trade doctrine while the South con-
tended for protection.
School Heater
CONTRACTOR. HANNAN GIVEN
WORK OF PUTTING ONE
IN BUILDING.
Tomorrow Afternoon the Summer
Normal School Closes at Wash-
ington Buildine.
,Yesterday afternoon shortly after
2 o'clock the board df education held
a special meeting at the office of
President Harry F. Williamson of
the Brook Hill building at Fourth
and ..Broadway, for the purpose of
opening the bids for the heating ap-
paratus to be insllecl at the Mc-
Kinley school 'builifitig in Mechanics-
burg. The contract was awarded to
Ed D. Hannan, whose figure was $1..-
995 to install the plant which he will
commence putting in just as soon as
-the- new structure ie -COrn-OIefed—s-iif-
ficiently for this- to be started.
The board ordered that bids now
be received for the toilet room and
other plumbing connections. All of
the members of the board were pres-
ent yesterday afternoon with the ex-
ception of Trustees Henry Gallman
and W. H. Pitcher, the latter being
out of town and the other detained
by business.
LIGHTNING STRUCK
DYNAMITE.
'Miners Blown to Pieces in as Ex-
plosion Near Des Moines
Ines Moines, la..- July 'co.—An ex-
plosion is reported to have taleen
-place at the West Riverside coal
mine, two miles west of the city. Five
or six miners are said to have been
A telephone message from the
mine says. that lightning struck the
powder house shortly after 6 o'clock.
The powder house contained a con-
eiderable quantity ol dynamite, and
fhe explosion which followed was ter-
rifle.
The dead men hall gone into the
-powder 'house to secure their daily
senp'v of dynamite to be used in
the mine. -They had not been in the
shed more than a minute or two when
the ,. tructine was strerek by light-
ning. igniting the entire supply
dynamite and blowing !building and
"mien literally to pieces
ROOT TAKES OATH.
Was Sworn in Yesterday as Secre-
tary of State.
Washington, July I Root.
of New York, was sworn in as sec-
retary of state today. The oath was
administered by Wirram MeNier, as-
eistant libra.rian of the stale dereart-
ment He expecte to return to New
York tomorrow
AERONAUT'S FEAFUL FALL.
San Poise, Cal. July 1ç.—Aeronaut
Maloney yesterday fell 3.nno feet
with Prof. Montgomery's aeroplane
and received injuries that cowed his
deal*
Normal School Closed.
Tomorrow afternoon the normal
ochool for the teachers of the city
public schools will come to a close
at the Washington building on West
Broadway where it has been going
on for the past. six weeks. All the
teachers who remained in the city for
their summer vacation attended the
normal and feel that much good has
resulted from the studies which they
have followed very closely. After
the school closes many of the par-
ties attending same are preparing to
go to differeet places to !spend the
balance of the slimmer.
Prof. W. H. SUI2g, who has been
one of the instructors during the
normal, has been confined with slow
fever at his home for the past few
days. and is quite ill, but not serious-
ly Co.
Superintendent Lieb does not ex-
pect to get away until the last of next
week for' his several leeks' stay .in
the -Ozark mountains.
State Scholarships.
Tomorrow at the courthouse Sup-
erintendent Marvin Ragsdale. of the
county echoole wi'l hold examina-
tions of paeties desiring to try them-
sefvee for certificates entitling them
to free scholarships in the state col-
lege at Lexington, Ky. McCracken
county is entitled to three scholar-
ships, and there are about eight ap-
plicants for same.
Honest Men Holding Back.
Appendicitis
MR CHARLES JAMES CONFIN-
ED WITH ATTACK AT
SMITHLAND.
— —
Mr. Robert Gates, the Newspaper
Man, is Suffering From Same
Ailment at Nashville.
The many friends of Mr. Chatiles
James will be pained to learn that he
is confined at Srnithland with an at-
tack of appendicitis. Ye-terday he
we's somewhat imiproved and the doc-
tors do not believe that he will have
to undergo an operation.
Mir. James is- the son-in-law of
Judge D. L. Sanders, of this city, and
together with his wife and their
mother and sisters, they are spend-
ing the summer at Smithland. Dr. J.
Q. Taylor has returned from attend-
tag bed-eide-, -sir-hire last evening
Judge Sanders received word over
the long distance telephone that he
was somewhat better.
Newspaper Man Ill.
The Nas'hyille (Tenn.) papers state
that MT. Robert Gates was operated
on there for appendicitis, and was
resting well. MT. Gates is the widely
1
known newspaper man who five years
ago was editor of the Paducah Even-
ing News, and at present is the
Washington, D C., correspondent
for the Memphis Commercial Ap-
peal. He has many friends here in
Paducah where he remained for some
months.
(New York Evening News.)
"Dirty politics" is a phrase in very
common use nowadays. But why is
it common and why is it appropriate?
Simply because many people treat
the science and art of government as
they treat no other science, art, pro-
fession or vocation, if men refused
to become lawyers because some bar-
risters 'practiced barratry the profes-
sion would ultimately be nothing but
an association ef corruptionists. If
men of business capabilities refueed
o ge, Mtn The dry g‘ools Of the gtri-
ccry trade ,because some dishonest
men engaged in the tame lines the
whole trade would in time be in the
hands of dishonest men only. If men
of means refused to become manufact
titers because scoundrels operate
large milk all such industries' would
be controlled by fraudulent methods.
Yet tens of thousands of citizens, not
only capable of entering politic-4, but
whose unqualified duty it is to do so,
hold alcenf because they claim that
the science of government has fallen
into unworthy hands. Why don't
they come forward arid take it out of
such hands?
MANY •CONTINUANCES.
Granted by Judge Sanders in the
Ponce Court Yesterday.
Dennis Reed, the colored boy
charged with stealing the wheel of
Walter Sullivan, was arraigned be-
fore Judge Senders in the police
court yesterday morning and the
proceeding continued until today.
Until today was postponed the
ease charging David Gordon wish be-
ing drunk and disorderly at the re-
sort of Ida Eastwood on West Court
street.
There was dismissed the change of
seduction against Curtis Dublin, he
having married his victini, Nellie
Hortense Augusto:.
Until today was continued the mat-
ter charging Auzy 'Chandler with a
breach of the peace.
Fines of $5 were assessed against
each Mlartin Butrey and B. B. But-
rey, charging them with refusing to
pay their lane on a street car.
J. D. MeNeal wes fined $1 and
costs for being drunk.
The Cost of Living.
(Cairo Bulletin.)
The cost of living, acording to
those who have given study to the
subject, is from 25 to 40 per cent high
et than it was five years ago. The
neces,aries, such as food, clothing
and furniture have increased in price
far beyond the increase in wages.
Despite this fact, however, the hon-
est. industrious, intelligent workman
in this country can make a good liv-
ing and put aside something for a
rain, day if he is reasonably econom-
ical. The American workman is far
better off as, a rule than the workman
in Europe. A well-known cbserver
oi economics in Berlin who has be-en
investigating the standard of living
in this country, is surprised at the
luxuries Americans enjoy{- He refers
to the comfortable homes of the
American laboring men with even
bathrooms, and the "emnptious meal
which the workman consumes as a
lunch at the factory," and speaks of
the "girls who even at work wore
white silk blouses and on holidays
walked around as the most faeleion-
able ladies, in kid gloves and silk
diesees."
Unquestionably Americans enjoy
more luxuries than any other people
ir the world. They not only make
money, but they spend it on their
comforts, and as a rule are nothing
like so economical as are the Europe
ans for the 'reason that Americans
don't have to be to make ends meet.
Still there is no reason why they
should be willing to be systematical-
ly robbed year in and year out by a
graving meat trust which is piling
up immense profits by violating the
laws and defying the courts. The
man who makes money is just as
much opposed CO being robbed as the
man who doesn't.
DEPEW COMING HOME.
New York. July '9.--Senator
Chauncey At. Depew has returned
from Aix Les Baines, says, a Herald
dispatch from Paris, and will sail for
New York next Saturday.
When asked a few days ago wheth-
er he would return to America in
view of the Equitable Society /flats;
ter*, the senator declared that he
would l not break tip his vacation.
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Niagara Falls—July 26th, and train
104 of July 27th, round trip $1705,
good returning for 12 days Tickets
will only be accepted or, morning
train Nlo. 16 from Louisville July
27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
erction with Erie R. R.., leaving Cin-
cinnati same date
Niagara Falls--August 4th. and
train No. 104 of August sith, round
trip $17.05, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville onlY on morning train No.
te, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
reilroads
Atlantic City--All trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
iwith C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City—All trains. of August
loth, round trip $21.55 40 connection
with B. & 0. S.-W. R.212. from Louis
ville and on all truing leaving that
place August Toth, good returning for
12 days.
Chatatiqua Lake, N. Y.—July 2Rth,
round trip.$19.6o, good returning un•
tl August 20th.
Per further particulars apply,
G. C. WARPIELD, T. A., Depot.
J. T. Donovan, Age. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, T. A., Union depot.
GIGANTIC THEFT REVEALED.
Million Dollars' Worth of Ore Stolen
in Cripple Creek District.
• Cripple Creek, Col., July 19.—Six
assayers of Oil* district have been ar-
rested and placed tindet heavy- bonds
upon a charge of receiving high grade
ore, knowing it to have been stoke
From a set of books examined itt one
assaying office it is known that about
$30,0110 profit was made by the assay
ere in' the last six months. Other
booke lead the officers to believe that
upward of $r.ors,,prJO worth of ore has
been stolen in t diettict every year
A nd disposed of assayer officers.
Wed At Metropolis
MISS PEARL SANDS AND MR.
JOSEPH HALE WED TO-
DAY THERE.
Miss Garnett Buckner Entertained a
Number of Friends With Over-
the-River Picnic.
Miss Pearl Sands and Mr. Joeeph
Hale will go to Metropolis today to
be married and them rettun here this
afternoon to take up their home at
the residence of the bride's mother,
at foto South Third street. It is not
an elopement as are usually those
nuptials at the popular Gretna Green,
but the couple just go there for a
quiet affair.
The young lady is the charming
and pretty daughter of Mrs. A. T.
Sands, of South Third street, and
quite popular with many people.
The groom is connected with the
Illinois Central railroad in the capa-
city of fireman, and a valued attache.
Picnic Yesterday.
Miss Garnett Buckner entertained
a number of friends yesterday with
a picnic across the river.
Dance for Visitors.
Next Tuesday evening a dance will
be given at Wallace park by Miss
Fremees Wallace and Mr. Robert Wal
lace, complimentary to Miss Jessie
Wiialom, of New Orleans, and Miss
Headley, of Lexington, Ky.
Cairo Pleasure Party.
A crowd of Cairo ladies and gen
tlemen came here yesterday on their
gasoline launch, and after attending
the hall Rome returned home
Of Course.
"I thought you said last night that
her complexion was ruined?"
"So I did."
"But there she is looking as beau-
tiful as ever."
"I referred to her last night's
complexion."
Cu!. George M. Alden, a former
prominent citizen of Cairo, died last
Tuesday at his home in Lancaster,
Texas. aged 76 years.
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats
etc. etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.:
7th & Jackson Sts. phone ars& Cy !es, phone 38
Bound To Sell.
 41•111
We are going to sell you some sil-
ser plated spoons, knives and forks,
extra pieces in tableware, at prices
you will appreciate if you need any at
all.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,$4 grade, $2.75; Rogers 1847 knives
and forks, $4.50 grade, $3.50: genuine
Rogers teaspoons, $1.5o grade, 75c;
gravy ladle, cold meat fork, etc., $2.00
grade, Sixo each.
Engraving done free on every piece
you buy.
These are hot weather prices.
Goods must be seen to have you con-
vinced. They are a bargain. Call
early. Watches at bargain prices.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetska, Jeweler and Optics.
311 Broedyaw—Yellow Front.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
4. Columbia building.
Phone too Rod.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; itO 3 p. in.; 7 to C) p. as.
—When hi Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith,
ing Call on
J. V. GRIff, Mar
379 Kentucky ave.—Tel. 956-red
•
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Does
 
YouilWatch
Need Repairing?
- Do you want a first class job by an
expert: workman? If you do take
to
John 3. Blefch, Jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
Abram L.Weil & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, Residence Phone 726
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incor porated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
J COULSON.
PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water heating.
Phone 133. -5."J Broadwo.
',.•■••11 1=11111211M
L. S. DuBois, Prest H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking Co•
At Close of Business, June 30, 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts 
Cash and exchange
Furniture and Fixtures 
Bondi 
LIABILITIES.
Capital 
Deposits 
$303,070.14
33.133 • IS
700.00
1,000.01.10
$237.953 39
100,000.00
115,619.15Rediscounts 
 
 12,500 oe
n000 os
Coo° oo
834 36
Undivided prn.its
$331,s3.39
THE GLOBEBANK & TRUSTCO
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1550:300
ED P. NOBLE. PRES.
- •NID
•••7
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at $3 to $ro per year se to sue. You carry your own
key and no one but yourself bas access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine nboderin hotel is now open under
management for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best accommodations at reasonable rates 1
Price Bros. ec CO.,:
Dawson Springs, Kentuck7
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696• 
Do you care for your i.. h? A
clean mouth and good t th ire nec-
essary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors examine your teeth free.
H. B KEEBLER
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDERRepair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone 1472.
V.
Li, Ky.
Co
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The Equitable
WESTINGHOUSE WOULD PUT
IT IN HANDS OF 5,000
POLICYHOLDERS.
One Share to Be Held by One Per-
son, Policyholder. These to
Elect Directors.
New York, July 19.—Expreesing
.the belief that the present trustee ar-
rangement for control of the Equit
able Life Assurance Society may only
temporarily satisfy either the policy-
eolders or the public, and that a real
solution of the society's difficulties
has not been reached, George West-
inghouse has euggested ynew plan
for sock control of the society by
5,000 •policyholders. Mr. Westing-
h'ouse's plan is outlined in a letter to
Paul D. Cravath, atterney of this city,
aated June 21 and made public today.
The proposition outlined is that all
shares with those of Mr. Ryan in
the hands of the trustees with power
to-vote for an amendment to the ,ezi-
ciety's charter providing that the
stock shall consist of 5,000 shares of
$2e each, instead of $teicio shares of
$too each; that no person except a
policyholder shall be a director; that
only one share shall be held by any
single person, who must be a policy-
holder; that at each annual election
:teem pnlicyholders who have not
previously served shall be chosen
and that trustees be directed and em-
powered to offer for sale at $t,000 a
share the 5,000 shares contemplated
by the amended charter to the 5.000
largest policyholders, and in the
event of any such offer not being ac
cepted, then to continue to offer said
shares to the next largest policyhold-
ers until the whole 5,osso shares shall
"have been di eosed of. In his letter
Westindnouse said:
"I believe the foregoing plan would
essult in the selection of 5,000 of the
most influential policyholders for the
-position of directors, and would tend
greatly to strengthen the society in
the estimation of the public. These
non> policyholders would undoubted-
ly he recognized as important men of
.affair., and would obviously repre-
sent a very large amount of the out-
standing policies of the society. The
plan, while providing for the reten-
tion of experienced directors, will also
insure seven new directors each
year."
Mr. Westinghouse said today he
believed that under his plan the de
sired reforms can be promptly ac-
-compliehed without legislation. He
thought it worthy of special note that
It's than cne-tentb of 1 per cent, of
the policyholders have felt sufficiently
Interested ia tee affairs of the society
to make suggestions to the trustees
In aid them in the selection of direc-
tors to ell existing vacancies.
SADDEST STORY YET TOLD.
Lost Money Raised to Defend Son
Accused of Murder.
Richmond, Ind , July 19 -Five hun
drcd dollars, which .Mrs. Knapp lied
raised through hard effort for the de-
femse of her son, John Knapp, who
IP; awaiting trial here for murder, was
lest in the wreck of the Commercial
bank at Hagerstown, Ind.
Knapp stands accused of murder-
ing Lennie Geisler, marshal of Hag-
erstown, and his mother has directed
her energies toward procuring enough
money to employ attorneys
Mrs. Knapp finally ccelected $500
among relatives and placed the mon-
ey in the Commercial bank with
John Bowman, the cashier, who
killed himself after looting the bank.
The money ie gone and Mee
Knapp is perhaps the most wretched
and dispairing of the Roo depositors
who lost their sayings in the institu
teen.
FOR VIOLATING CONTRACT.
Ferdict of lto,000 Against School
Book Pufilishere in Barren Co.
•
Glasgow, Ky., July in—County
Superintendent W. C Turner secured
a verdict for $to,000 against the B.
F Johnson Publishing company for
alleged violation of its contract, by
the terms of whichethe Johnson com-
pany agreed to pay the common
3( hools ef Barren county $to.000 if
.the books used in this county publish
-ed by it were sold any cheaper else-
where. Supt. Turner charges that
books were sold for a less price in
Setith Carolina.
CHIEF STATISTICAN.
40VVaishingtore July 19.--Chief Statis-
tician Hyde, of the department of
egricelture, has resigned hie position,
and the resignation has been accepted
by Secretary Wilsen. Assistant Sec-
retary Hays has been detailed to
take charge of the statistical work
until the vacancy shall be filled.
Or. B. T. Hall
Office with 'Drs. River & Rivers
iso North Fifth. 
-Both Phones 355.
Residence liar Mar. Old phone IOW
--
-Shampooning, Bleaching, Dy11 118,tandruff cured by electrical treat-
ents. Body massage. Electrical
i
eet. 
its part without arenteent.
airdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
Parsonage Rented
THE CUMBERLAND PRESBY-
TERIAN PARSONAGE TO
HAVE TENANT.
Lawn Fete to Be Given This Even-
ing at EvangelicaleChurch Par-
sonage—Church News.
The parsonage of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church on South Sixth
street near Kentucky avenue is being
papered and otherwise placed in nice
condition preparatory to the occupan-
cy thereof by Mr. David M. Street,
the steamboat clerk, who has rented
the property. The congregatian has
no pastor at present and as there is
no need .- the parsonage they rent
same out.
Lawn Fete.
A lawn fete will be given by the
Sunday school of the Evangelical
church tonight at the parsonage, 423
South. Fifth street. Ice cream, cake,
soft drinks and cigars will be sold.
Everybody is cordially invited to
attend.
Pastor's Wife Low.
Mrs. E. 11. Cunningham, wife of
the Second Baptist church minister,
continues quite low at their home on
South Ninth street, with an attack of
typhoid fever. The doctors do not
think she can recover.
Another Lawn Social.
The Woman's Home Mission so-
ciety of the Trimble street Methodist
church will serve luncheon and ice
cream on the church lawn this eve-
ning.
The
Tenth
Tenth Street Social.
social/ by the ladies of the
street Christian church will
not occur this earening es„erroneous-
Ty reported by the papers, but will
take place tomorrow night on the
lawn of the church
ONE CENT FOR FOUR YEARS.
-- —
All Adriel Stuart Charges for Carry
ing the Mails.
Washington, 11 C. July on—The
pnstoffice department has issued a
warrant in favor of Adriel L. Stuart,
of Freedom, N. H., in the sum of one
cent. This is Stuart's pay for carry-
ing the mails for four years, between
July 1, 1001, and June 30, I9o5, from
Freedom to a railroad station seven
and three-quarters miles away He
travels this total dietance of fifteen
and one-half miles six times a week.
His pay is one-quarter of a cent a
year, or one 312th part of a cent per
single trip. This is the ernallest trees
ury warrant ever issued, and Stuart
is going to have it framed instead of
cashed. He bid this low figure be
cause of the prestige which the sign,
"U. S. Mail," on his wagon, gives
him in his passenger-carrying busi-
ness.
The School Book Law.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
When the present school book Taw
was under consideration the Inquirer
took pains to collect information
from places where similar laws were
in force, and in every case it was
found that the books furnished under
state contracts or printed by the
state were inferior-to-those publish-
ed and sold through 'the regtea T av-
enues of trade. It is true and eas
been for a nurrilbee of years that the
greater part of the really valuable
school books were published and
sold by what is called the book trust,
and it may have been true that those
books were sold at a higher price
than would have been the case but
for the virtual monopoly existing in
the school book trade.
But there are other things that
should be considered besides the
price at which school books are sold.
A poor bpok is dear at any price, and
a good book is cheap at any price if
it can not be had for less The books
that are sold under state contracts
are uniformly poor in matter and ma-
terial. An experienced educator of
the state, who is a nvan of long ex-
perience and sound judgment, on
making a report on this subject says:
"The text book law is very detri-
mental to the schools. It has re-
sulted in giving us a series of books
that are almost all mechanical in
their methods of presenting subjects
to the learner. Some of these books
are special editions of old books that
had been discarded by good schools
years ago. It is difficult to overes-
timate the harm that swill result from
the use of these 'honks for a term of
years. Even with all teachers striv-
ing to give life and thought to the
barren page the result would be
doebtfue hut with an army of un-
traihed recruits- entering the ranks of
teachers in the state each year, the
outcome of it all muse necessarily. be
distinct loss in efficiency."
So far as known this is the opinion
of every educator in the slate who
has given the subject any considera-
tion, and we.have not seen a single
defense eif the system save from those
whose political interests are bound
up in it. These do not care what be-
comes of the schools if they can keep
the wheel, of their machine going
and profit pecuniarily and otherwise
by the present condition of things.
The defense in the land fraud cases
now on trial at Portland announced
that the cases wntild he submitted on
Very La Rats
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely bow rates are announc-
ed via tire Southern railway from
points on its lines for the fotlowisig
special occasions:
Athens, G-a.—Summer school, June
2e,—July 28, reoe.
KnoxVIle, Tenn.—Sommer $cbooi,
J use 20—July 28, 19o5.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monteagte Witge
Training sehooi, Jirly 3—Aug, in seto5
Monteagk, Tennt—Woman's core
geese, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
oteramer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
itrateute, June te—Aug. 9. 7905.Oxford, Miss.—Su-mailer school,
University of Neiesietipee June 14--Aug. 9, relos.
Rechenond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress', Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Stmrmer echoof
for teachers, June 16—euly 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets wie be sold eo
these points from all stations on the
Southern freeway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
raeway or agents of connecting kites
or by addressing the uriclersigned.
T. W. CREWS, P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H.. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Waste
ingten, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. At,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLYN, A. G. F. A. St.
Louie, Mo.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your, clothes demised,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Roes, 3eg South Third street. I have
fee nicest hue of samples or tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
r- —
Louie Clark the South Sl000d
street greter, is pole agent for Bat-
tle Creek easthariuni health feesels of
many wwietiets. Wont palatable and
digeseibie.
Paducah Undertaking
Oompany.
S. P. POOL, Manager
!MT NANCE. Asst.
aos South ?herd Serest.
Resichnee over mere
Both Phases tic —Prices Reasonable
Dark's Greek Confectionary and
Pettit Store has a fine Line of Fruits,
Awies, Oraeges and Bananas. The
Cheapest place in Paducah. 334
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY-Al-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Rester BuSding,
5e3 i-s Brodway, Paducen, Ky.
New Phone 490.
Specialties:
Mastro:eine of Titles.,
Insmence, Coreoration and
Real Estate Law.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART.*
Crittenden springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
too Room Hotel—High and Dry sad
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMIMOD'ATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THEI YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
-al 
 
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
ie2 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Intones 355
Office Rosiest 8 to ro a. in., x to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building.
s
A. S. DABNEY,
T IS T—
Truehetst Br•Pdhag.
For perfection ana parity smoke
Elk Dream toe cigar. 
_ ,
NOTI E!
Highest price paid for second-hand
tec12es ar2c1
Ftirrzitarte.
Buy anything and sell everything
218.-zio Court at. Old phone -3i0
Clem Fransioli,
Moving wagon in connection.
The Svar 9teem L..risy is ,,tirtily
comn todeil be all to have then
woric done by than, tatest, cleanest
and best
Go to Langstaff-f", en Mfg C.. it
-so want anything erade of sesod.
!ley can Make it for • on. Get prices
on Sidiret Laths amc
No Beat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting glow non will stay painted
X we cee the work.
Wercsn & Son, 114 North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
Subscribe for the Register.
•
4r(fi
6Qr
el
OUR
PITTSBtrRG
COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
,--144• the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your
.... order....
•
Pittsburg Coal Co.
The Most Complete Rubber
In The City.
444414:444447.444+44iff
Tire Plant
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-PLETE LINE De THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT ISRUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBEE YOURWHEELS WITH THE HEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,TWO-WIRB RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WEALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDIelS, BRI-DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULEJEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-AEK)UTS ANDSPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. zMEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.
JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGYCO.
.+4+*i.44444-- •
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, ++-21h14- 4., 1.711
teartle6OatIS
1
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
laADUCAM REAL ESTicriL. WESTBRN KENTUCKY FARMS EASII
'MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FIlltS TO EVERYBODY, SEND FOR Zr.
W.DG A re W. WRITTF~.01.1c. eiLd."Jekh.
HEATING
Hot Water MI Steam
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guarsutteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $r”.ocle
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms: also three sales.
Houses fur rent.
Telephone, Old, /Mg.
Subseribe For The Register.
Henry Mammen, jr., the reliabli
book manufacturer, Blank nooks,
Job and Edition biading. The oue
exclusivo book. binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
Excursions
Si, Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et oompany—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Packseah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to leuessee mer
mid retell.
It is a trip of plea/sore, comfort
and rest; good serviee, good table;
good rooms, etc. Bluets leave each
Wednesday and Saintretty at 5 p. ne
For other information apply to Jae
Koger, Superintendent; Frank I.
Brcren, -ent.
flo.m.9110W 
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
(iiomeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone 120.
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone '49.
J. W. Orr is busy every day wait-
ing on eis meny customers. His
trade is constantly growing and he
is rightly deserving to it. Third
en•eitt.
The Bazaar Store, 329 Broadway, is
making Special Sale prices on readies'
Underwear. The ladies of Paducan
will do well to tefleadvarrtage of it
At the head of the class, Elks°
Dream toe Cigar.
•
*.1
•
A Wave of Reform.
(Cairo Bulletin.)
Down at -Memphis a moral wave
seems to have struck the city, good
and hard. Memphis has long been
a "wide open" town, and as a result
it contracted the reputation for being
a "tough city." The people, however,
have grown tired of the conditions
prevailing which were steadily grow-
ing worse and as a result of a ern-
Sr sade for law and order, an ediet has,
1' gone forth for the closing of Sun-
day saloons and the suppression of
gambling.
The News-Scimitar is championing
the cause of morality and as a con-
sequence has been boycotted by the
saloons and brew.eries. As soon as
the boycott began the News-Scimitar
called the bluff and at once canceled
U
Jo; to receive this paper
! reoort the matter to
ro at once. Tele-
'
Thussday ?:asoing, July 20, loos.
THE °REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, vs Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILIKELM. Secretary.
Entered at die postoffice of Padu-
cah. Ky., as second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
0-- -sr $5-00
:* • •.IS 250
1 • " 1411141 'As
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perhaps heantizipates being called in
when the society is investigated- by
the courts, as it no disubt will be, and
he wants to be handy.
The board of aldermen should not
daily any longer with the impeach-
ment charges against Jailer Evitts...
If he is guilty as charged he should
not be in office and if he is innocent
of the charges be has a right to vin-
dication. Dallying does neither the
accessed nor the public any good.
Notwithstanding the heated term
the press is discussing the tariff ques-
tion with much vim anticipating ac-
tion by the approaching congress. The
tariff question is a veritable Banquo's
ghost which stalks abroad at the
nearing of every congress
It is now Secretary of State Root.
The new premier of the cabinet took
the oath of office yesterday, but has
delayed entrance upon duties for sev-
eral days. He will, from all reports,
find much work to call for immediate
attention.
all its remaining advertising con-
tracts with similar concerns in the
north. The News-Scimitar has not
s. 
 host by its courageous stand for law
and order and a respectable Sabbath.
for not only the best people of Mem-
phis rose up in its deefnse. but
throughout West Tennessee, Missis-
sippi, North Alabama and Arkansas
they began flocking to the newspa-
per's support and the tide is still
running. It is a fine illustration of
the fact that the masses of the peo-
ple ace all right when their con-
science is aroused.
'Tennessee's junior United States
senatorb E. W. Car:track—and a
braver, more courageous fighter nev-
er drew sword in a righteous cause—
who formerly resided in Memphis,
has thrown his great personality and
influence into the fight for the
cause of reform In a ringing ad-
dress at Mlemphis the other day he
slid that if the people had a right to
protect society from the viciou4 dc-
merits by the passage of certain re-
straining laws, they had a right to
demand and see that those laws are
enforced The Nashville American,
commenting upon that declaration,
makes the following strong com-
ment:
"There can be no answer
logic of the senator, and it
wise in the present temper
people, if the liquor interests right land of Sakhalin was not precipitated
about. The people are in no humor by the approach of the conference,
to temporize with law-defying sa- but was a natural sequence of the1
loonkeepers, and unless the saloon Japanese campaign. the plan forinterests observe the law there will which 'had not been altered since
come a time when there wili be no Russia acceded to a conference. An
saloons in Tennessee. earlier attack on the island was not
"Saloonkeepers and gamblers vio- undertaken principally becsuse of the
late the laws with impunity. They
presume and assume that they are
above the law, and if caught, they
usually escape punishment through
the weakness or timidity or dilly-
dallying of the courts. Yet no one
else is permitted to violate law. If a
man break ground for a skyscraper
without a permit, be is arrested. If
one takes a hog for his starving
family, he is imprisoned. If one in-
fracts even the most trifling ordi-
nance he is cited to court. But the
saloonkeeper and the gambler seem
to be immune. The taw has no ter-
rors for them.
"Senator Carmack's words should
be a warning to those lawbreakers,
for they are reflective of the over-
whelming sentiment of law-abiding
Tennesseeans."
1. The Civic league of Memphis lastSatewday issued an ultimatum to the
1 chief of police, notifying him that
it i- declared, will rather unless he and his nubordinatee could
'enforce the laws steps would he tak-closer unite Sweden, Norway and 
"en to have it enforced by men whoDenmark than possibly any other could enforce it. The action was tak-
The city Democratic committee
haring completed all the arrange-
Wants for the primary which is to
name a ticket for councilmen, school
trustees and city judge it is now up
to the people to begin looking about
for men to fill then: several offices
The time to get good public servants
Or those best suited to the public
idea of fitness.before the primary is
at the opening of the canvass and at
no other time, and hence this re-
minder of the duty the people owe
to themselves. Let the ball be start-
ed rolling without any delay.
Will the Kitty league develop nine
lives? Its host of friends will hope
this may prove the case, for it looks
Just now as if it is threatened with
'dissolution because of the curtailing
act perpetrated at Henderson Tues
day night. There is especial danger
In t OirM many games at any one place
wearying even the fans and causing a
corresponding loss in enthusiasm be-
cause of the reduction of rivalry. But,
• 
its stated, the hope is that the Kitty
will verify the nine
-lives theory of the
feline tribe and, stay the season one
The scandal in the agricultural de-
partment at Washington has begun
to send the suspects to the woods.
Hyde, the chief atatistican, ha* re-
signed alleging failing health. The
secretary lets him out with a rather
clean bill, but the public has its sus-
picions. There are some who are
more than disposed to roast the chief
for running under probable fire, but
if the courts want him he will likely
be within reach. The intimation is
that the courts will want Hyde and
others as well.
Norway has, it would appear,
found a ruler at last. Prince Charles
•
of Denmark, who has been suggested
for the Norway throne, has proven
GO iceeptable to Sweden Mat it is be
lieved the muss created by Norway
-e divorcing Sweden has virtually
ben settled. The selection of Prince
Charles,
"-subject' and hundreds suffer
or less from curvature of the
so that the percentage ot sound
ies is much smaller than the av
person imigines. And what is
of New York we may reasonabl
suine to be true of most other c
The medical fraternity has dec
that the present schiool room c
tions are largely responsible for
state of things, and is hnoking a
foi a remedy. Inadequate or dlybor
distributed light, long sitting in
chairs that are the wrong height and
constant work with the right arm
elevated to the desk are some of the
causes to which these physical de-
ftets are traced, and against these
the attacks of the medicos are direct-
ed. Nor is this crusade confined to
our count:y. To overcome the ten
deney to spinal troubles, English doc-
tors are demanding that children be
required to assume a prone position
while studying. This is giving a lu-
dicuous turn to she idea of reform.
To .1tudy lying down. may possibly
be restful to the spine, but it is hard
on the eyes and it certainly inculcates
habits of indolence and laziness that
would speedily be a new "evil," for
which a new remedy would have to
be provided. It would be ate old
story of the doctor who covkl not
cure his patient of chills, so threw
him into fits because he was death on
fits. Then imagine the appearance of
a modern Jehool ionise if this prostra-
tion advice is followed; it will look
more like a hospital ward than a
sanctum of education, for necessarily
cots or lounges will supencede the
desks in the study rooms. The aver-
age teacher will feel more like dealing
out prescriptions than examples in
arithmetic.
To demand proper lighting and
heating ,and desks adjusetatik to the
physical requirements of each indi
vidual pupil, is all right, but we think
the English doctors have another
"profound cnnsiderationr coming to
them on the prone position proposi-
tion.
TERMS JAPAN WILL OFFER.
Minister Intimates They Will Not Be
As Moderate as Expected.
possible choice.
London, July 19.—Baron Hayashi,
the Japanese minister here, said to
the Associated Press that"Russia has
appointed good men as peace pleni-
potentiaries. Nevertheless, even M.
Witte and Baron Rosen have not in-
spired Japan with confidence of a fa-
vorable outcome of the negotiations.
"We do not know," the mini-4er
added, "what powers have been del-
egated to them, and after the events
of the past eighteen months Japan
puts faith only in accomplished facts.
The terms will be communicated on-
ly at the conference. Then we will
discover what powers the Russian
plenipotentiacies. possess."
The Associated Press representa-
tive the general
ion prevailed that the Japanese
would be moderate.
"I cannot see where people get
such an idea," replied the miSister,
i"the public evidently mistake the
I Japanese for angels.'
i Minister Hayashi intimated that
iJapan was ready to continue the war
t unless she secures "suitable terms"ife called attention to the fact that
to the practically the entire sum realized by
will be the last two loans was unexpended
of the and said that the capture of the Is-
en upon reports that the lid had come
off in Mitinphis and that the police
were not doing anything to aid in
keeping it on.
School Reform.
(Owensboro Inquirer.)
One of the wise measures instituted
in recentsyears by the school authori-
ties of some of the large cities is the
physical examination of all pupils by
medical experts to determine what
bodily malady, if any, the child has tofoe as Russia has always overcome in getting an education.
Prom these examinations the children
lane sent home with cards hearing ais coming home record of their bodily standing, andfrom'Europe. Having lost his retain- teacher 'and parents know what they
e:- from the Equ?.able Life Assurance have to Neht. In New York these ex-
aminations have revealed the fact thatSociety he has doubtless concluded one child in every three is defective inthat, it is best to curtail expenses. Or ieyesight and hearing, many are nerve
It would seem that Russia is com-ing to the Washington conference to
plead the baby act. The latest appar-
ent intention of the Russ is to draw
all the nations into the conference and
escape under the coat tails of the
power from paying the indemnity
due Japan for war expeoses. This
latest dodge .is not at all worthy of
such a
posed as being.
Senator Depew
suggested
severe winter.
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onderful Bar ains ,
ARE to be found at GE0.11OCK'S,,theToldestand one of the most reliable shoe merchants
.•••••••• 50110715.1.1....in Paducah. Everything in,5ny large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
:aziartgoim:=2 IIMIRMIMMICEstugamomegagagaw 
GEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Mysterious
Shooting
OUT ABOUT THE CEMETERY
EARLY YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Pkrty Emptied Revolver at Figures
in Buggy That Disappeared
Down the Road.
If properly developed the residents
of West Trimble street believe that
something sensational will come to
the surface in the shooting and load
talking incident that happened before
daylight yesterday morning in the
block leading to the cemetery en-
trance. Something was surely wrong
and there were several parties mixed
up in Oa matter.
During those still hours of that
time of morning the residents were
awakened from their slumbers, but
everything was over with so quick
that they could not learn who the
participants were. It seems that
some man, and probably a woman.
were in a buggy, and they were driv-
ing their horse at a breakneck speed,
while right behind .was another man
who was either in a rig or on a bicy-
cle As both crisis& raced down the
street it seemed the man by himself
to the rear was yelling to the other
parties to stop, but the front buggy
driver lashed his horse and flashed
away like a gust of wind, at a dan-
gerous pace. Finally the man be-
hind pulled out 'his revolver, and com-
menced firing at the fleeing rig in
front of him. They were all going
so fast that by the time the people
of that vicinity could rush to the win-
dows all fortno were vanishing out
the country road beside the cemetery,
and the loud clatter of horses' hoofs
could be heard gradually drowning
in the &stance.
FUSION CANDIDATE.
Louisville, Ky., July to.—Mr. J. T.
O'Neal, the Louisville attorney who
has been nominated for mayor on
the fusion ticket of the Republicans
and the City Club, which is compos-
ed in the main of Independent Dem-
ocrats, has accepted the nomination
says he will put forth his best ef-
forts to carry the ticket to success at
the November election. The fusion
ticket will oppose the Democratic.
Mk. O'Neal has always been a Dem-
ocrat and was the Democratic cam-
paign chairman in the municipal elec-
tion of rites. He says that in the
coming contest he will speak in every
precinct in Louisville.
The Paducah
Stamp fr, Stencil Co.
Rubber Stamps Made at
CAUGHT CLIMBING THE
WHITE HOUSE FENCE.
Can he appreciated more than
those made elsewhere. we '
are prepared to furnish a0
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
short notice
RUBBER STAMPS,
PAID STAMPS.
LINEN MARKERS,
BRASS STENCILS,
DATER,
INK PAD6.
Ir. fact, anything in Rubber StsaiInp
accessories delivered in an hour's
notice.
PADUCAH STAMP
& STENCIL COMPANY.
403% BROADWAY.
Old Phone 36.
Washington, July to.—John C.
Fckleston, 38 years old, of Philadel-
phia, was arrested shortly 'after mid-
night at the White House, where he
was catinht climbing over a high iron
fence, lie said he was anxious to
see the president and carried letters
addressed to the president, offering
suggestions for government methods
and also had letters from a United
States senator and represtative from
Pennsylvania, recommending him to
a consulship at Rosario, Argentine
Republic. Eckleston was porstrated
by the heat Monday. and he will be
examined as to his sanity noday.
NO FURTHER ARRESTS
NOW IN PHILADELPHIA,
Philadelphia, Pa., July 1g.—In a
statemtnt issued Tuesday by former
Judge James Gay Gordon, counsel
for Maori- Weaver, it was announced
that further arrests in connection
with frauds alleged to have been per-
petrated against the city by contrac-
tors and others are all off for -the
present, and when the time comes to
begin proceedings against those who
will be accused 'Cuif the alleged frauds,
District Attorney Bell will he invited
to co-operate in every stage of the
swearing out of warrants until the
trial of the case in the criminal court.
Senator William A. Clark, of Mon-
tana, is reported to be steadily im-
proving, the wound made in trephin-
ing the patient's skull in the opera-
tion for abcess of the brain healing
Paul de Roulette, the French polit-
i( al refuge, will, it is stated, visit the
United States for the purpose of
studying our Constitution with a view
to advocating a revision of that of
,France.
 SYSTEM
High Grade Office
Filing Devices.
THE ORIGINAL SHANNON
FILES AND FILING CABLNETS,
SHANNON TRANSFER CASES
AND INDEXES, DOCUMENT
FILES AND FILING CABINETS,
CHECK FILES AND FILING
CABINETS, COMMERCIAL RE-
PORT FILING CABINETS,
DAILY AND MISCELLANEOUS
REPORT FILING CABINETS,
NUMERIC OR VERTICAL SYS-
TEM FILING CABINETS, PORT-
.FOLIO CABINETS, LEGAL
BLANK CABINETS, CARD IN
DEX TRAYS AND CABINETS.
THE KEEP TOGETHER SYSTEM
FOR SALESMEN OR CATA-
LOGUE TELEPHONE OR
WRITE
Rhodes-Burford Co
SPECIAL AGENTS WEST KEN-
TUCKY.
t he Star Steam Laundry ta highly
conuntoded by all who have their
work dont by thetat, neatest, cleanest
and best
Capitalists Here
BOSTON FINANCIERS IN THE
CITY ON IMPORTANT
BUSINESS.
They Come Dowi to Look Over the
Street Car Company's Plant
With View of Investing.
Messrs. Eliot Wadsworth, D. P.
Robinson and B. C. rierson. of Bos-
ton, arrived here yesterday and are
at the Palmer. They are themselves
capitalists and also representatives of
big monied men who had them come,
here and look over the street railway'.
plant of thi• city with a view of be-
coming interested in the concern.
Some of these gentlemen were here
about two months ago and went over
the entire plant, which was closely
inspected, including the rolling stock,
Avid, buildings, power homsest etc.
They wet* back home and reported
to those associated with them and
now come back here for another con-
ference with the stockholders of the
oompany.
The car company is floating bonds
in the Eastern markets and these peo
ple come here to see if the property
is one paying sufficient for' them to
invest in same. Of course if thew
bought stock it would not be as the
extent that the present control and
management would be :changed in
any manner.
The trio are averse to being inter-
viewed upon their plans and they will
be here a ,day or two looking over
the oompany's interests. It may be
that their decision.will have consider
able bearing upon the future of the
company.
WELL KNOWN KAN DEAD.
Madisonville, 'Ky., July tes-s--Mr. J.
Patterson, onsti of the most prom-
Anent and hest known gentlemen of
this city died yesterday of stomach
trouble. Mr. Patterson was about 6o
years of age and leaves a wife and
three children.
'Mr. Patterson wa• president of the
Patterson Wagon Work* of this city,
one of the larsrest,'concerns of the
kind in this section of rhe state,
Found A King
PRINCE CHARLES, OF DEN-
MARK. MAY TAKE NOR-
WEGIAN THRONE
Such Decision Would Be Particularly
Welcomed Among Crowned
Heads,
London, July 19.—It is stated that
the palace arrangements have been
perfected for seating Prince Charles,
of Denmark, on the Norwegian
throne. It is explained that .King()sear has no intenticn of permitting
a Swedish prince to accept the posi-
tion, but has signified his willingness
that King Christian should sanction
Prince Charles' acceptsisce. It is fur-
ther explained that this policy com-
mended itself both in King Oscar and
King Christian, inasmuch as they are
agreed that otherwise Norway might
eithpr become a republic or choose a
wvereign less likely to be devoted
strictly to Scarxlanavian interests.
Prince 'Charles would be particu-larly 'relearned miaow- the crownedheads caf the English court, since he
the httSbend•of Prioress Maud andthe son-in-law of Kind Edward andQueen Alexandra. With PrincessMargaret, of Connaught, the wife of
a future Swedish king, and PrincessMaud, the wife of the Norwegianking, the Scandinavian situAtioa
would adjust itself satisfactorily both;to tie dynamic and political interests
of England.
Read the Memphis Commercial,.Appeal for K. I. T. arid all Southernleague baseball news. Per week isoWilhelm & Fern man sole agents, 53R, old phone.
WANTED--Gerstleman or lads ofgood standing fo travel with a sin orby roil. Salary, Solna per year and 4expensem paid weekly and expenses, Iadvanced. Address with stamp, JO.-A. Alexander, Paducah, Ey.
•
W. M. Chesterfield
will promptly deliver, dry. seasonetgreen or mixed.
WOODAdierican exports ese• ' - -er .in
-tro,
the fiscal year just closed halt n any osdeni
red, big loads. Prices tiport trade for the first time 
-ince $1.25. Of $2.00 per load.
her year of our history, id the inn 
"Order at Frank Block'sNew York Commercial.
1903 exceeded St,000,000,000, says lhe, 
Telephone 6„ old phone. 
Grocesy
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a
Hughes, rf. 
Blackburn, SS.
Harvey, c. 
Wood, Is 
Bittrol p. 
Totals.
Paducah 
2 2 o I sons would attend the games, Padu-
4 2 2 I 4 i cah now having the pennant practi-
4 o o 0 7 o catty cinched.
5 o 10 o 2 The four-chub league will be ex- waiting they were given an opportun-
soo i oo tended to October 4 and Me. Fern- ity to secure a:1 the money due them,
4 0 0 0 2 ci baker is now at work on a new and, at least, they stood a chance to4 1 1 8 o o schedule. lose but three more days' pay.
4 00000 Another meeting of the league of- New League Organized.
4 o 1 o 4 o ficials will be held at Vincennes next "Follovking the disbandment of the
 Monday, when new officers will be
39 4
ab r
Gilligan, tb. 
 3
McClain, If. 
 4 0
Bohannon, 3b. 5
Taylor, cf. 
 4 1
Perry, as 
 5 1
Potts, 2b. 
 4 o
Brabic, rf. 
 2 0
rf. 
Land, c.
Frakes, p.
5
 
 5
7 30 17
bh po a
1 13 o
o
2 I
I 0
I I
O 2
O 1
3 13
o
4 , elected.
o (.)
4
O 0
30
30
O 0
o
2 I
O 0
Totals, 
 38 5 to 33 12 2
No one out when winning run was
made.
Brahic substituted for
seventh inning
By Innings.
Innings, I 2 3 4 5 6 7 89 to It—T.
Paducah, 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1-5
Cairo .. 200000110 0 0-4
Earned runs, Cairo 3, Paducah 3.
Three base hits, Fleming, Taylor.
Double plays, Potts to Gilligan. Left
on bases, Cairo 4, Paducah 9. Hit by
ball, Lloyd. Struck out, by Bittrolff
5. by Frakes It. Bases on balls, off
Bittrolff 2, off Frakes r. Time of
game, 2:10. Urnpire—Kubitz.
A BATTLE
•
, Fleming, cf.,
I Marre,
3b.
HARD FOUGHT Roland, b.
PADUCAH TOOK THE FOURTH
STRAIGHT GAME FROM
CAIRO.
IGAN'S SINGLE DID IT.
e Went Eleven Innings and
Was Good—Vincennes Beat
Princeton.
LEAGUE CUT TWO CLUBS.
How They Stand.
W. L. Pct.
•• Paducah 
 54 23 .701
Vincennes 
 45 32 •584
Princeton 
 37 41 .474
Cairo • 4-• 
 
34 43 .442
Yesterday's Results.
Paducah 5, Cairo 4 (eleven in-
nings).
Vincennes 4, Princeton t
Today's Schedule.
Cairo at Paducah
Princeton at Vincennes
Fourth Straight Game.
The Indians again defeated the
Egyptians yesterday afternoon. Af-
ter having taken three straights in
Cairo the Indians came home and
won the first game at League park.
It was done by clever team work in
eleven innings
In the first inning Fleming tripled
and 'cored on NEarre's single. Co!-
tins sacrificed and when Roland sin-
gled Marre scored.
Gilligan started Paducah's half of
the first by walking. Mkaain sacri-
ficed. Bohannon doubled to right
and Gilligan registered. Taylor sac-
rificed and Bohannon scored on a
close decision at the plate.
Taylor led the sixth inning off by
tripling and scored on Perry's sin-
gIe. Potts sacrificed. Brahic - sin-
gled and Perry crossed , the plate.
Harvey doubled in the seventh.
Wood struck out. Land threw wild to
second to catch Harvey who went
to third and on Bolrannon's error of
Taylor's throw Harvey scored.
Marre, the first man up in the
eighth, dotibled. Collins was out.
Potts to Gilligan, Potts making a
pretty one-handed stop. Marre going
to drird 'Mc.ere scored on Roland's
Out, Bohannon to Gilligan.
Land singled in the eleventh in-
ning. Frakes got a Texas leaguer
back of third. Land stole third and
Frakes second. Gilligan singled and
Land 'cored, winning the game. The
official summary is as follows:
Caiso 
 • ab r bh po a e
-
W. Mike Olives Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Tiro. B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky„ rear bank
Marshall Couity; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 124. Old Phone 303.
Dr. Hoyer
113% South Fourth St.
Office hours 9-11 a. is.
Office hours 
 p.
Office hours 7-9 1;i- as-s
New Phone No. 8, Old Phone No, rt.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 400% Broadway.
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
Lloyd( in
Alices Won, Too.
Vincennes, Ind., July 19 —Today's
game went to the locals by heavy hit-
ting. The summary: r h e
Vincennes 
 4 9
Princeton 
 , 5 2
iBatteries—Duggan and Matteson;
Rosen and Downing.
Good Umpire.
Kuhitz, the former manager of the
Henderson team, officiated as Um-
pire yesterday and made a good im-
pression. The only trouble he had
was with Taylor, whom Kubitz
claims cared him a bad name. Ku-
bite immediately fined him ;5. This
is wrong, boys, for Kubitz Means well
and is fair and square.
THE LEAGUE ROW.
Meeting Called for Monday at Vin-
cennes to Settle AlLoMatters
and Elect New Officers.
THE KITTY CURTAILED.
Henderson Club Goes Up the Spout
and Hopkinsville is Dropped.
The story told in the subjoined ar-
ticle needs, no explanation. It is
from the Henderson Gleaner of yes-
terday:
BASEBALL--
"Henderson's child, professional
baseball, died Tuesday night at twen-
ty-three minutes past ten o'clock, at
the age of two and one-half years.
"A genera! breaking down of the
system aided by 3. violent disturbance
of that part of the child's anatomy a new source of trouble. W. N.
known as players was the cause of ,:Hancock, president of the Hopkins-
mthiese. 
his club had been dropped. He de-'THE
"When it became known several Idared the men in the meeting last
days ago that the Henderson club night had no right to drop his club, I
was suffering from a lack of finance that the meeting was not called for
in its system the physicians got busy the purpose of removing any of the This Evening the Male Citizens Areand endeavored to break down the clubs from the organization and that Welcomed—Building is Nowdisease. Mk. Farnbaker had no right to vote
to give the citizens the final test. The
detne::d of the men could not be met.
They lost 'their salaries- when by
local club, Me..srs. Farnbaker, Gos-
iit11 are Pay decided to stand togeth-
er for a .four club league composed
of Pa Cairo, Vincennes and
Prince.on. Game Called at 3:30 p. In.
ped by a vote of three to two. li')p-
The meeting held at Henderson,
when Henderson quit the league and
Hopkinsville was dropped, making
the league a four-club affair, has
started a row. Hopkinsville refuses
to be dropped and according to a
telegram received last night that club
will make a fight in the courts.
The Hopkinsville team appeared on
the diamond yesterday afternoon to
meet Princeton. The latter club, act-
ing under instructions of league of-
ficiale went tU/injr, and played.
Consequently it eP was awarded
to Hopkinsville, 9 to o.
Hopkinsville now threatens to
bring a suit to enjoin the league from
dropping that team.
According to a report from Hop-
kinsville Acting Secretary M. J.
Farnbaker was not authoriezd to hold
that club's proxy. Farnbaker was in
Paducah last night and says be was.
He also says. tinder the rtties Hop-
kinsville did not have to be repre-
sehted, for after Henderson quit only
five teams were left and three votes
constittlted a ceorum or a majority.
This majority ,as Paducah, Cairo,
Vincennes and Princeton. It was a
oase of dropping Hopkinsville or
Princeton, so the vote was for letting
out Hopkinsville. One or the other
of these teams has to he dropped or
the league he disbanded. After the
action of dropping Hopkinsville
there was a division of the players,
explained elsewhere.
Acting Secretary .Farnbaker says
an injunction snit will amount to
nothing, for bow can Hopkinsville en-join something already done. Again
if an injunction would stick it would
take but a few hours to hold a meet-
ing and give the league a new name
and make it original.
There is also talk of immediately
awarding the pennant of the six-club
league to Paducah, as the team is so
far in the lead and starting the four-
club league anew. This is good ad-
vice and logical because but few per-
lonsvi ce-d Vincennes voting against
it. Li Isne I wanted to drop Prince- Go To
ton. Farnbaker voted HopkinsvfIle
and Paducah proxies.
"Today the Princeton and Vin-
cennes teams will play at Princeton
and Cairo will play at Paducah. Farn-
baker was instructed to draw up a
schedule and a meeting will be called
to effect a more complete organiza-
tion within a few days
"Immediately after the organiza-
tion of the new league it ran afoul of
.11M M •
TODAY, 
PADUCAH VS CAIRO
Admission—General, 25c; Grand Stand, 35c; Box seats, 6sc.
Seats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
I • I.I+ • demos. . .
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11 :30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 12:30 to 2.
Open Hospital
LADIES WILL BE RECEIV-
ED THIS AFTER-
NOON.
"Saturday night Wallace Dyer, a
director in the club, was sent on a
flurried trip to Cairo to summon aid
from the other members of the Kit-
ty family. The aid asked for was
not given for various reasons, the
Main one being that other members
of the family had sickness in their
owut homes. M. Y. Farnbaker, one
timelsecretary by choice, now actini
secretary and main squeeze of the
league, chief physician to the purring
puss and general mogul with a repu-
tation of being able to cure all kinds
of baseball diseases, was sent to Hen-
derson to act as consulting physician.
His Jagfets came and was in at the
death. Tuesday C. C. Gosnell, treas-
urer of the league and second phy-
sician to the kitten, was ailed in.
He too was in at the death
"Tuesday afternoon at 5 o'clock it
became known that the fever of the
patient had climbed up to 149 1-2. It
looked as though the child would do
a shuffling off stunt without delay,
but the use of various sorts of brac-
ers was resorted to and the end post-
poned.
"At 9 o'clock a new stock company
to take over the club and play the
•eason out was being formed. At
9:30 $45o had been subscribed to the
company and it was almost a ,safe
conclusion that it could capitalize at
St.000. It was also planned: to pre-
sent the paper on which $15o was
subscribed to 'the citizens and thus
secure enough money to pay the
players the $5oo due theirs last Sat-
urday. Business was looking up and
every once in a while the subscrip-
tion was boosted a notch or so.
"The visiting members of the
league had just voted the local own-
ers an extension of three days when
suddenly a new complication devel-
oped. The players who ihad been
waiting for news made one of those
heart-breaking nineteenth inning er-
rors with two men down, the bases
full and a hard hitter up.
"They decided to ask for their mon-
ey and sent a committee composed of
Long, Uhl and Crowder to the upper
veranda to find out what was being
done for them They were given the
information and every hope held out
that the salaries ...would he paid up
within three days. The committee re-
turned to the pavement, imparted the
news to their fellows and were in-
structed to inform the management
that unless the money was forthcom-
ing by today at 1 o'clock they would
refuse to don their uniforms. it was
impossible to make such a promise
and keep it. Those circulating the
subscription piper :could not have
seen the large number of people ne-
cessary in such a limited time and
the new stock company could not
have organized. Hence the\ death.
"Messrs. Farnbaker and Gossnell,
on the part of the league had ex-
tended the Henderson club three days
in which to straighten out its finan-
cial affairs. It was believed the mon-
ey needed could be raised and a lit-
tle more judgment on the part of the
players would have made it possible
Ready for Use.his proxy. He declared that unless 
_
the Princeton team went to H6pkins-
viHe today he would sue John S. Ray pital at Fourth and Clay streets willfor damages, and declared that it was be thrown open for inspection of thehis intention of stirring up all kinds public, which is cordially invited byof trouble, i the board of directors to visit same
"Just what the outcome of the and accord the superb structure athreats on the part of Mr. Hancock minute examination, in order all maywill be i-- iii doubt. Whether the know just what superior character ofleague has a right to dispose of the institution Paducah has for the careHopkinsville franchise in such an of sick people. The directors, withabrupt manner, whether the men in 
.Mayor Yeiser at the head, have ar-the meeting last night had a right to ranged that this afternoon from 3 un-act on the matter are both doubtful til 6 o'clock the ladies will be. receiv-questions. Judging from the past 
, ed, while kom 8 to to o'clock to-history of the league about all, Mr. night the gentlemen of the city, willHancock will save is his: $200 forfeit be welcomed. During these hoursand what money :he can obtain on diffeernt attendants will be stationedhis salable players. I at the building for the purpose ofPlayers All Fret. ushering the visitors through and
"The Henderson players have by showing them every portion of the in-the failuc of their owners to pay stitution that is the handsomest inthem secured their unconditional re- 
, West Kentucky, having cost aboutleases. They are free to sign where- $28,000, while the inside furnishingsever they please and most of them are estimated to be worth aboutwilt be taken on in this league. I $3,500, exclusive of the private wards
"Last evening Farnbaker, Gosnell', to be equipped by citizens, secret or-and Ray chose the men from the 
,den and charitably inclined individ-Hopkinsville and Henderson teams 
' ua's and' orders.they wanted and each made a bid on I Tomorrow the institution will bethe salaries they were willing to Pay' :open for reception of patients, is allThey 'then threw the dice, the high 1 the furnishings and equipment are in-man taking the player. Long, Gilbert !stalled for their care and comfort.and Mbrers went to Princeton. French The patients at the city hospital onfell to Vincennes and Asher and Bo- I South Fifth street will be moved upmar to Cairo, The other players to the new quarters on North Fourth,have not been offered positions, but 
, and the old dilapidated structure onit is likely most of them will be. i the South Side discontiriued. With its
"None of the men signed contracts abandonment the services of Matronlast night. The Hopkinsville players Birchett are dispensed with, as Missmay have to be bought by the clubs :Farley has long since been 'electedwarring them. The Henderson men 
. superintendent-matron ' of the ncw
will not cost their new owners any- institution. Miss Mary BrariNedthing. However, it is Pro/12blr that i will be the bead nurse.Long will accept an offer to play I Just as soon as possible the di-utility outfielder with Minneapolis in 
'rector of Riverside hospital expect tothe American association, and others 
, start their training school for nurses
of the men will accept offers from dif- at the building.ferent teams they have received with- i
in the past few days."
IMEILIT BODY OF
ASSUMES REINS
OF GOVERNMENT.
Duke Charles Edward Attains His ,
Majority—Brilliant Assemblage. I
Gotha, Duchy of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha, July 19.—Duke Charles Ed-
ward, of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, as-:
sunned the reins of government today
on attaining his majority. His stiate
entry into the capital was the occas-
ion of much ceremonial. The new ,
occupant of the ducal throne wa% re
ceived at the railroad station with
military honors, and proceeded to the I
Castle of Friedenstein, where he met
his. mother, the Duchess of Albany.
The formal ceremony of •taking the
oath of installation occured in the
throne-room in the preeence of rep-
resentatives of Emperor William,
Kitts Edward and other rulers, the
cabinet ministers and a brilliant as-
- Iee lage of officials and deputations
frdm various parts of the duchy.
Forty seven deaths from the haat
were reported Tuesday in the cities
of New York. Philadelphia, Boston,
Pittshing and Buffalo.
JOHN PAUL JONES.
Squadron to Cruise Off the Coast and
Escort Fleet In.
Newport, R. 1., July 19--The sec-
ond division of the battleship sqyad-
ron af the North Atlantic fleet, un-
der coinanand of Rear Admiral Davis,
sailed Tuesday to join the squadron
of American warships which is con-
veying the body of John Paul Jones
to this country from France. The
warships wills separate and cruise be-
tween here and Hampton Roads, Va.,
always within wireless communica-
tion of one another.
When the warships which are
trsesporting the body aer located by
wireless telegraphy, Rear Admiral
Davis/ ships will assemble and escort
the inward-bound fleet to Hampton
roads Today the first division of the
battles-hip squadron will sail from
Newport for Hampton Roads.
Judge John Graham Sirmall, one
of the best known attorneys at the
'Louisville bar, died suddenly at his
sumMer home, near Anchorage, at
635 o'clock Tuesday evening.
PURE COAL
4.4-11-1--: 1 1 1
tt the
p reecriptioi.
Store
Today the handsome Riverside
5.
IWO
10.111.
The more serious the illness,
the more important it is that
you bring the prescription here.
In our prescription work we
use drugs of but one quality
and that quality is the finest on
the market.
.We are extremely careful to
accurately follow the directions
of the physician in every case.
•
J. N. Oehlschlaeger
Druggist
Sixth and Broadway
TELEPHONE 63.
1111111111=11ME11101111M1M11111111•1111111111M11
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the once is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philhert, Ph, G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756,
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
C B. Hatfield
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, 199; RESIDENCE, 316.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
Herman Flamm killed Charles But
terfield in Louisville by hitting him
over the head with a bung starter.
The men worked at a brewery and
got 'into a fight over their work.
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no
•
In ID
•
dinkers
Family tump, well screened lic bu. & Large Egg lic `bu.
are Nut 
 
 10c:bu Nut 10c bu.
'Place your order for coal with us
United States Gas, Coal et Coke Company
oth phones 254. Office Fcpc;'! af Ohio Street
FIND OF ANC/ENT BLESEOft.
Intherers at WIllismarborp, N. Y.. Min
earth What A ptinpes to Os
Old 
 
What seemed to he of a
magnetic iron meteor, itinla.nita ave
descended to the earth weetteeiere ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who me exeavating a celiar
en Eniekerbockeriavenust, at Camelia
itreet, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dim-
savory was made at a depla of 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove a hill Ite
feet high be fore the sidewalk levee was
reached.
Upon reaching a ten-font depth in
the cellar excavatiou the met' cams
apon the hard sabgtanne. and at first
believed it nothing foot Metid reset. Its
extraordinary weight, honerrer. made
them examine it more olowely, end
when they cut into a laews Pees of
the matter they found•thatoterier was
a solid mass ed iron mew beneath a
surface several inches deep of bard
ened yellow clay.
The search was extruded fartiterr,
and the men cam. up ou • Relieve!,
formed ape's head and ales a etent's
lead. All the metier wee tarried ewe,
to Prank N. Se.hall, the certensetter,
who will transfdr the relics to sotAll
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Melt
"that when tab meteor fell, perhaps
centuries ago, it strode the earth AM
a shower of hainitooce vrtruldi. That
the pieces are all ancient is metderee•
from the hard yellow clay weigh sum
mount. each piece."
A NBW LIPS RAFT.
late-sartea Doyle* of lipecial ldotrid
to Do Planed on S0011111 CPC gal •
Wibrolbtps.
The navy department is pmewldhrg
some of the warships with a news life
raft, says a Washington epestal to
the New Yordi World. It conetwes of
an elliptical,, copper tube eceasewhat
flattened, with eft tight compere
ments, strengthened by fins. The
tube is incased in c..ner.. wound with
canvas and made tilseolately water-
tight. Asicheel to this fleet is a
rope netting Three feet deep, from
twhielt is anspended a woods', slatted
bottom. The nettiz.g is reins-tided
on the inner aide of the fleet 'rots
rings which travel on lashings, o
that the hettora roses •-st the propel
peeilion, no metier whkh aide of the
teat falls upon the water wheat it
Is throws overheard. It does not re
pare to be righted, a/nested eta
harmed attest; It Is ready for serviem
the lament it strikes the. webs,
Obro are &Needed to tber .Is of the
lent to propel It when It Is esearpled.
Enough permeate ammo* get on this
matt to telealt It, sad make the life-
beat, It cannel sepsis. or feander,
sour, like a ran, go to pima afainst
ithe sidles of a skip.
The war dawn:nen% Is emasideriag
the advirabillty of equipptng army
transports with the same sort of
teat.
NAUTICAL SCE( in. AT MANILA,
/oval 04114dals to Do IllverythIstp Pos•
s ate to I ***** so It0cdeta,..p
of the lastltutlea.
Naval °Medals at Manila 'Mend to de
everything possible for tin sneers' of
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has hem in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was neoently
detached !rem that duty and ordered
horns for eemplieity in certain Irreg-
ular business relatiens with army sub-
sistenee officers at sienna. Anothei
officer has been placed in charge of the
•institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine ialaads Is
such professional duties as will ego.,
the cadets to perform th4 duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education ischief.
ty of a technical and a profeeeleniil na-
ture, the stndenta also are 'leen broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of mathematic*, geography,
crammer. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
sehool with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical inatruo.
tion in navigation. seamanship, and
the general require.nents of the pro-
fession for which the students &rata
be prepared.
Wireless Tolograaki tor Warships.
Rear Admiral Inirdford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
eat in his annual report., says a New
York Herald dispatch from pegamag..
los, the necessity oeequipping Amer-
ican men of war with aeystem of wine-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recces.-
mend •/atssystem to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richerd-
son Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his currant
work, the rear 'admiral has recorn-
ineaded.to Secretary Long that &wire-
less telegraph expert be mat-to Ent-
lead to represent the navy fri the
trials of the two new systems di--
'eloped by Lloyd's ageney.
ditootrteity on Kew York Central.
Eleetrigity for the raw York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to eq.ap itS
r11011 from .the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, is more them
possiblity of the near future. It IS
said that an electric engine, in many
Of its details unlike anything now in
service, has been perfected, and that
It will soon have a trial. It its sus.
seas Is as great as la, promised. steam
power may pass from the Grand a
Pal stet Ion before January 1. itil t
'Salem et.idinnottota /*aria Loh '
Minnescea farm lands have .
sawed more than 100 per MIL ID
011111 Moine the past wren sear%
BFA.PS PDX ffUlLrEEPORS.
Noma est Intotinattoo.roptainints to
CnInarr Department—intro
Excellent Dashes.
Alsmieum is now being need ex,
hnsively as a matter al for toilet anti-
des. It has advantages over silver
.n being light in weight and never
,arnishing, while it costs lo.ss and cas
ee treated in an equally &hustle men
ler, says Boston Budget-
WitD a can of deviled ham one can
voile wonders sometimes if one has
reliable cue to begin oporatione
For instance, have a snaall can af 11
mid mix it through two gills of creace
whipped stiflly. Add to this„ too, a
of conitoieuio in which is ure-
iolved half an ounce or even lees
eelatine. Put thhi into paper easee
tr into little china molds and see
in ice for as long a time as neeete
.ary, or longer, and unmold whet.
tervin,g.
Ohl potatoes should always be
'laced over the stove in cold ...ate,
ind new potatoes it' boiling wales.
Let the old 'rotators stand in ice we
:er for an hoer or two after peeling
and befcre etioeing.
lealcurean butter is leaved with
/rifled meats. etc. To make it, put
two tableapoonfuls of flesh better
u a small -eowl, and wark into it
thoroughly with the poiot of a sia
ler knife a mixture of cayenne,
hied herb powder, mimed parsley,
'enion jiihe and muskroum powder.
alien this is accomplished, set it et
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
!Diu uainty pets. but these about
the meat itt serving..
A delicious sandwich is made be
spreading thin ovals or bread with
equal parts of thiely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
chopped olives Pod a little rnayou-
anise.
To stuff an olive, pea the pulp
from the stone spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break: Then make a tiny ball of the
ailing and fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
aged in tiouahnuts and triad drop
takes, causing the dough to burst out
et very irregular nubblee on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unakapetly.
A pure cream of tartar baking pow-
iler makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply by
moisture. Therefore, if you weukl
have the best result., either put the
biscuit into an ex of moderate
rather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
weal is formed, or let them stand
km minutes to rise and Ahem put
them into a hot even.
Creamed chicken or creamed ewer*
treads may take the pleas of creamed
oysters, d are really mere whole-
some and tiore easily promered. Par-
boil the arestbreada and pick them
apart; t• each pale allow one can of
atushroe us washed and chopped fine
Stir the Into a pint of cream sauce
Where Ackert) is used, to each three
pounds f chicken that has been most
sareful boiled and eut into dice al-
low a of muearooras and a plat
af crea, . sauce.
FASH:37iIABLS FEMININITY.
Sttraetl, restores. at naasat• gas
Getervi. • tor tinnier Wear—A
4. sass of li I
Apropos of r, -rivals it may not be
amiss to hint rut • return of the
pannier oversa ire is persistently
threatened, says a fashicn authority.
A very stunning outing bat for
summer shows a felt crown and e
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waists are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is s
conspicuous favorite of the best dee
signers, and daring bite of contrast
rake a feature of Parisi gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
'oundation for the skirt.
Red silks are to enjoy a great
regue during the coming season.
!hey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which 1,
ilatinguished by perpendicular line*
21 open work, like drawn-work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This
especially attractive with ayolce and
ieep mitten-shaped cuffs of laee, the
tece threaded with narrow velvet rib
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles
Quite • number ot the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
op the edge of the lap, sometimes
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a hebot and concealing the faa
toning of the bodice.
Keep tliet Nether Ironer and
This charming power to throw 'ivy
tor the moment the conditions wWieb
keep us from fun ought not to belone
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
tam when we lay cooing in her arma
slid she was the happiest of women is
sonsequence. Is it not a, pity that
through our years of necessary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
vows/ No girl, lit.m sure, could poe-
iibly misinterpretime Into meaning
that oe are to turn sober maiddiera-
Wiens into foolish -idicule. What I
walhe mean Is that many matter*
would be Improved if a sense of kumos
ael its light apon •Itentat sad Weems
seat he meomplish 4 by firia•--lashill
lolls% Ladderit ems "um&
Raper
A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
IN Al than a decadeYla  ago the there sou rn ois ear!
mained • ruralaection which the people ia
the towns designated as the "jungle, 
 a term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
by imp's/Cable roads and covered with dense
timbers. The "jungle" fell behied in the
march of progress. The farm wagon cop-
epod the family to *Lurch on Sundays when
the people on the prairie rode In "spring
wagons or owned 'buggies. There was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is stall
fremiently seen, the square log -hope with
one roem and a boxed-up kitchen meths Aide
The lights streaming through the one small
wiadow snowed such decorations on the
Mils as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophiee
of the. hunt, while on winter wreath.' the
glearing firelight from the cavernous fire
threw shadows in anal out among the
Moons of orlons, a dried pumpkin, and
"mitiellin's" mapendechfrom the rafters.
The house in which Easter Lane was bora
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
at the "'tingle." Here she grew to lemma
hood with no wider experience with the
side world than the weekday walk to the
merest viliege, and an annual joarney to the
nty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the
of six, when she must trudg4 each day for
le mike. to the district school. But school
dere in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "achoolin' •because
the girls married and had no use for it.
there were DO bachelor maids in the "jan-
gle." Marriage tees a oerteunty about which
Lbem, could be no doubt.
es Lane being what the natives either
"jangle" caLea. a "good, smart girl." it
was expected the wor,ddmake • good match
II the lane home was more pictureeme
than some of its neighbors It was because
Elesser's :send trailed the morning glory
rine, over the window in rummer and bid
the woodpile behind • bank of sturdy lady'
hocks and princess feathers. Tin pans
and pails shame nowhere else with such
rightness and luster as they did on that
blench oettlide the iliehes door, Besides
Hester had pieced more patchwork quilts
an the bag winteriness/ego than any other
girl in the "Scree," whore • feather bed
• bethres sac 1 a goo was the dowry every
bele.. was expect el us bring to her bus,
band.
Heater had her amen between Squire
Bludimess son WI and "Jim" Gillian,
whose father was • big land owner In
the "tor.gle" and could set off ten acres
for the poem peo to start out with. Be
trig • prudent-inhaled young 11-0II1211, Haw
ter took 'Jim" and the wedding day was
set tor Octorbee.
Sneer, Elleilme, who had "tied the kbor
In every surmises emismonr which had
taken !dm Is the leaegies fur a decade.
ufat'lumdr and eult1dessiested the ceremony
witn seek Means adviest as he die 
aereassary for the yams people to take •
wedding in the langle" was a /Met &dais,
the real eeiebration Wag the Intel?' on the
Isgewing day, when Ikeyoung husband task
his bride to lak hoses
Met and prople"bsester looked se she
sat heeds "Jba,^  ea the hetet wee et the
arm wawaIs balf latair" areas of "ski
Mae &Wee," trimmed with white lap se
the raffles, sad her lest seasons hat rw
deserated 'At frail ribbon beers. This
di:et sale of. 
mu ocetunte the savtinga
ogee end batter above the
e sepreeented 
=zisagror/so far many weeks. It was
too, a serwtog machine INS
Co=too• of the lararies el the lawth
Early as they were, the 'Wide
wore anivtng before them The chairs
were pranged In a seenicirele around the
reem. and "Itm"'and Hester sat down
new the mei doer. The company, the
elder membeun first, came forward tee by
ono sad 'chew* them by the band sad
heed their empetaiettena. There was
te'r ons Amass la which the good wish,
eirQd be enreeyed. "I wish you
 much 10Y,
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, an eal
dews again. Thee there was 014004 in the
rem, the resets staring blankly at the
kids sled groom, wins relined their ola,
hammiest by seessamel whimpers ta each
ether.
saffeemed the festivities of the "
Whoa the jests and wittysayingst=
were exhausted scene of the elder folks he
pa .reatialaotastng of former wedding ea
sadism
'Ws Prim hew the werM does change,'
mid nide "Zimmer Taylor. He sad ids
wife, • 4 lerra," were the
of the limes. "Yon ming feta=
pt married end start out in the world
acrwsdays don't know what hard times are.
Yodel Iambs, to tear your house with,
os4 algae& eterse, and you can buy bode
end ohlks end table already wads- I
.. BO years age, when Laura mid
"Loam Deed at °id Kaskaskia. flee
Whet had pew over on to the Illinois side
free Keettuity, sad F, being a roving chap
end tired of Tempers hula, turned ap there
me day sod wept to work for bine deed-
lag was all dace by /and tq those days, and
fears' helped in the elm planting. We fin
Is lyre sad. were One day aftW
AM I twolt Laura op behind me on • bores.
Mid wtth all our worldly goods tied ia
handle we started out to seek our f
Is a sew pantry. Vi's never
wg reached the "Jennie," and t.ok up
yiZo• of lend and built a eabtn. I made
the furniture with my own bands, and Imre
Pelted eit_ 
Lout.. for alma 
the pals In the I had
Is so te
la those ye, and Laura Mid alr01 s=
wilderness; but the /minas wen gene misel
there wasn't anything more dans-wean in
the woods thanjvarrnts and wildcats."
"And we. didn't have 'infer' diluters le
those days)" said; jives' father. We hal
turkey and venire, which wo sheets the
woods, and for cake and pie we bad good
porn pones baked In the eple on the hearth.
'.Tires' 'nether didn't have% sterwisomihA
wedding drew Mrs Hester here: but go
woolsey alte wove herself aniseed
the Wool for it tea There tram% so dna
hats in them daym the girl wee wood who
mold get a bit of calico to make a Pubes
me"
There weedd hens been mere Metes of the
geed old days when simplicity reigned at
wedding fedetszlobuttb• men tenet twin,'
ran,y fee the 
,,w 
refiring," add
the ani went ewe the Top' Jim
Berstein, hegira and plied es a prettriiiif
sanhe ten acres were in their pipe, sad
e newborn. was ready in the "Simla'
Teethe eremite "BC" Bledsoe * se
r41. setter, te show that he cherished hebrought his fiddle andstivre Ina a
lance in the new hops, a'"Iteemermse
lag," and the wedding festivities were ever.
"Jim" and Reiter still live to tho
Isagle," but the littl. hoes* has ether
r na 
added to In and * neat picket fosse
eZwed1-leepi orchard sad pram vet.
late, the prosperity with is trandennhes
lite lanes," late a progressive ?ermine
=
unity, and the "leaf?' ead the
-raising" will ae,o be only=
I •ift s.f • imallorroone, %p.a.-Chasms
AM& AL 118 MI10100
traostioas Suggested by the Pecu
liar Habits of Raccoons,
tesiatop.. of a DontlItern Otos,
the Way.. of the Seezutiaegl
t•ILIttent 'Atone Ll....lsoso 
.1,,
et the Woods.
heaatmal psychology is to be stuaiete
see, in l'aris," said an observant
ittleen recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the &ciente:As are going te take the
subject up in a systematic way. Thst
is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
foubt be productive of much interest,-
Ing data. Heretofore what stet atista
have said along this line, and in fact
eft they have learned, has been of a
theoretical nature, an It may be said
that animal pa niaology has not passed
beyond the pehely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any othee
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of en-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
t!eh would place animal psychologyong the so-called exact science*.
fhtrt it has occurred to me that a busy,
elastling center of population, where
sue may Lind so much that is arriecial,
o much that i% Out of hertmrry sellb
lie natural order of things, would
ttot be the place to prosecute in an
atelligerit and satiefeetory way a
ttndy of this ko, rteoler subject.
eurroundings & trifle more rugged
would aehm to afford a better oppor
'nutty for the observance of mental
eroce ,ees•in the lower order of life,
tithough, of ecwhee, much may be
:earned by the method ‘Al•ich has been
adopted by European schastists.
the- southern pars of the United
States these aim tis ts might find nine's
late that would give them a more
letinit• clew to the reascning meth.-
edi of animate of the lower order.
rhae little trick of theopeossurn. for
seance, when he fetges death, shows
an element of strewthie sr which one
:mrely tfe ci s in orders of WWII:gym),
errpposeedly higher. Take the rae.a:oon.
Shyaa it that he will leap up oat one
Ode of a tree and then jump as far asle an from the other side? It is a
.rielc. Ile :a tryina to fool the dog
:tat is after hint ty melting him be-
leve he is tip the tree. The 'coon has
eraetlead this game for so long that
co well trained dog will ever bowl up
a tree until Le has cif-ailed •rouad it
several times to aee if the game has
Sot resorted to the usual maa•-believe.
'Why is It that a 'aeon, when the
tree Is falling ender the effect of the
hunter's as, win scamper dove. t
'runk of the tree toward the stump?
F1'a hes two reasons for doing it. In
he first place. uuleaa the dog knows
his business, he will ruse out in the
iirectien of the fall;ng tree.. believing
the gems will scamper' out from the
In the second place, he reasons
that it is safer for body and limb
:a either ••est he is reasoning about
the thing. It Is a psyehologioal pries
ass. Instances. bare been reported
ey hunters of where 'caeca would
'sap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
permed by trained dogs, who would
hang around the stump entil they
lould scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But the rule la the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
'oncluded the observant citizen, "Isbat the woods art Med wit% the..
evidence., which might rive the eel-
entists a clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animal, of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
lisanual Clhaapes so rae cote al
Oornala Illoast• and Dards
thatokly Otteur.
A polar beer would not hatte
chance in stalking seals If it were
If a darker color. The only blace
spot about it Is the tip of its acho.
ehe sailors who first landed oti vari•
ous unknown arctic whores and trees
stated that the beers toted te take
them for seals. ard begin to toalls
them at a considerable distance, Iying
down flat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-knowd pho-
thgraph by' Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, end
wriggling along in that position until
they came ho an puoarnock, whea
they would get up. ,ceer over to see
if the "seals" we's alarmed, end
wriggle °tr.:again. The sallbrenadded
:hat they could always see the black
lose when the bear got up near, and
roweg that the bear put his paw ester
tie tnurzle to hide it. The arctic
'ones, the "bluer" hate, the ptarmigan.
•yper and ...mire all undergo the 'ace-
tone' changes to white by an identical
-notelet, says the London Spectate,.
the hair er feathers, as the ease
-night he, loss oolowed tarn white
ey 'list may almose described a•
en instantaneous process. In the
'ores and bird, the white comes in
Watches; but the speed of the colt.*
thaege is remarkable. There are
-allay stories of peepple whose hills
las tarried white %ram shook "in a..
mingle night." Jucs-',.g by the birds
Ind foxes, these ston'es must be true.
'inc e•er sees the process of fad-
ing going on. The feather or patch
If fur which was brown or ere
rniy suddenly whIteu. Yet no ye
has actually seen the CO101' E0114.
The explanation nedaly given Is that
It takes place by night. There Weems
so 'half way" tint tetween the white
and the original solar.
I. Rot of As Rata.
The Father—I aw so glad Joke rot
sleeted to congress'.
The Mother—Yes Itit a great re.
ilef. He has tried as moat ways od
miming a this( WA Safi ad.—Demall
SWITCH GIRLS THEY LOVA.
a saseraiar rraotitto That Is Indulge/id
La hp lloses• TOMS, People La
Poonortennla..
At Shamokin. Pa., some queer am
toms have survived the mareh of prop
ress among the Pole, end Russians
Dna of theme observances is "switch-
hig day." It is • favorite day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, car
lutes the belles of the community,
says an eastern exchange.
For days the man has been in train-
ing for the run of his life, while the
maids adtrare corsets said rub line-
matt on their kneecaps artery night
we 'reef ng slumber. Finally the
morning of "siwitablIg day" arreent.
The man sees before hisaull the maid-
• of his wilier. He may take his
pick. All be must do Is to catpli and
switch said duck with water the one
of his choice—els maid whom he
would have for his wile If she is
fleeter of foot than ha end escapee
she la fres If the ma le Miaowed tif
him quere7 she seldom feta sway,
though his feet as. dad In kph=
shoes
"Switahhig day" at Shamokin Is
Easter Sunday, when aB thet lade and
Lasses of the einintry reeled about
gather at the town for the annual
neeeeing. A stree starting to sun Is
sempted se a token that she ts net
averse to her pernmee. Moo ?met%
start is aessepted ae • proposal, and
no matter what tatsfortume vasty be-
fall his quarry be must provide for her
all the days of his future Ilea.
Pathetic indeed was the iilleatration
of thi• feet in the Pee of alma Man
bek, wbo wee by all odds thee ben*
some' gioi in the linesten colonies
for many miles about. She wee tea
and felender and her eyes wore sows
Wow She was crowned we* golden
hair, which Fiw in dainty Michels
Poe, epos her heed. Mies Manbolt
had more natters than she maid atie
slept, and the was eery cop. Fleet el
foot the maid had, sinew anidellng at
▪ marriageable age permed one
hserttchinf day" ID safety without the
&tag of her prowls"
Moo Manbok tintLI noon cm the re
Dent festival °spat= had succeeded
In onnitstancing all her purseera
Many went the races she bad run, bet
never had a twitch or a pati of wake
same within reaching dbreenele of het
petite form. It was then that Andrew
Robinak7. a shrewd young man, who
had plirpasely wafted until Was Mae
bolt bad becalm fatigued, rive chase.
Off darted the maid, and after hes
sped the perroraer
Down the rafbased track they
matted. all n n h red tug So excited
were both contestants—the man rue'sing' for a wife, the girl tar liberty'—
that the approach of a train was
sleeked. The engine tooted shrilly
(tad •t Its blast 111se Manbok
righted,, stumbled and sn upon the
rail. Beth of her legs wale out off
below OW I:DAM but the doeeere say
she ,will Bee. And Edbtarky, reward
km of her being a cripple, de,suw-•••
that he will keep bee see" '"wee wag
her jest essoon :hie Is
leave the nurse's earn
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Volans an4 loternstIng Diverging
Amass Y•••• Yolks In Ohl•
NIPS Eaptret.
Prod W. Carey has recently bees
traveling through an almost uuknows
part' of the Chinese Shan states. which
He between China proper and /Urinal
la the eocount of his journey, white
be reoently read before the Royal
Geographical society, he spoke most
favorably of the weasels of the mew
try, though his opinion of the men is
set so flattering, says the Now Twit
Is 
Seta.
tbetr facts and dram he is^
theme !theses researabie the Japanese,
sad 'the women are, to say the leash
haat ea unconventional and fascinating
There the resemblance ends. The men
are lazy. good -fcre-noth tng bellows, who
never work unless they ere sheolntely
obligee to do so. 'The women toll dear-
hog the summer in the Hoe field. and
spend theft time when at horns he
wearier (sloth and in household *s-
ties. They wear a wry pretty cow
tame, Including a loug white pets,-
Goat, which Is much more becotnfhg
than the nifty misshapen trousers of
the Chhares won.. in.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion of
the young people which very much lee
tweeted hhn. As ha passed throne/
the villages the girls often provided
theamelves with eottna wed belle
which they call love belle, and trimy
dines he was pelted aith theme love
missiles. Ire says they were of coarse
tot Intended to convey any message
to him, but st the,feartivities T• blob
take phase daring' New Year'. these
colored ballg have a very hnportant
to play. On these oar-Pions thme -
Vomit/ be more significant to a
young man, for she is very ciareful ii
throw it only to the partiouiar young
man whom she would like' tomarry
Thus abe expresses her preference foe
one or another of the swains. If the
young man patches the bell, the feet
Is a ears indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be announced at cup.
But if he mime the bail, the fact in-
tea that he does not reciprocate
the affeettea the maldea desires t.eye him, and AP. mist find • lover
elsewhere. At nil other timea tee rams
in simply a mod' of Creation, whys
the maiden or man who fails to catelt
the bail must my a "'eirteit to the
thrower.
°Petal chute
The queen's footmen 'seer wire
which have eight rows of 'curls, where
as those of the prince of Wales are al.
hewed OWN* rows, and those of the
lard moaner Est Inetdost,are gives mil
da,
WOOD
Dry Hickory Stove
Wood, $1.25 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
ly tor cash. Telephone
442, old phone.
E. E. Bell 42, Sons.
G. C. DIUGUIDI
A.I"I'0 RN E YAT" LAW.
tog I-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Cornmeicial and Cc
-operative
Business a Specialty.
Office phone eel, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND §URGEGN.
Rooms 24,4-6 Fraternity Building.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE'so NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence ape Moe sgs
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK& MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Brosawai•
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones tt.
7. B. harrison,
City Attorney,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rosen ws and is Columbia
Old Phone tau.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYER.
Both Phatas 60—Rooass 203 and so4
Fraternity Building.
Ii
•
FLO U RN 0 Y (r.t REED
LA IV YERS
Rooms so, as sod is. Columba.
• BuSding.
Pealleash. - - • Nestnelre
J. C. Fleversov Cecil Rind
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWY ER—
Room aft and arli. Fraternity ary
Will prah.hhe hi •11 hearts of Ky
tad
0. D. Schmidt)
Architect and Superintendent
eot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone egg Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah, Kenbucky.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
411•111111, 
Paducah
Mattress Co.
eirTI
a
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing,
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
ars to etc) South Third at.
Dr. L. D. Sanders,
Specialist on Dianne if
EYE, EAR. NOSL AND TIIROA'•
Eyes Tested, - - Masan Mist,
Office Hours: II a, m. to 4 p.
Trueheart Building, Rear Office.
Paducah. — 
- Kentucky.
DEAL'S Orchestra 
Phone,Phone, i36-red.
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TH AND POIBA.
^
Some people keep up a bbaff so kiss
'they cam% shake it after the cause is
gone.-Atchisen Globe.
What a Afferent worid this would
be if the voice of conscience used a.
inegaphonel--Chioaga Deily News.
"Bobby, I'm surprised. This note
from your teaches says you're the last
boy in a class of 25." "Well, I oould
be worser "I don't see how." "It
tinight have been • bigger claes."-Lon•
don Answers.
New Office Boy-"There was a man
tame here to collect a bill while you
were out." Proprietor--"What did
you tell him?" New Office Boy -"I told
him it was no use for him to retern,
because you never paid may of your
debta."-Columbus Journal.
No Patience.-"Whee's tbe matter.
little boy?" inqutred the kind )ad',
stopping before a sobbing 'robin on
the street. "I-I got a boil on my
seek," whimpered the boy. "Yea, but
lust think how many boils Job Led!"
know, but think uv patienne be
bad, tool" replied the boy.--Ohio State
Sourest.
A very "timely" conversation wee
married on ret ently be a heatem
and • fide young guest. The hostess
was entertaining the company with
descriptions of her trip abroad and of
the wonderful things she had seen
Among other things she mentioned the
stock of Strasburg. "Oh. yes," re
Marked the girl, "T here heard all
about that; and did youth,* the watch
es the Rhine, too?"
Dr. Varnadoe, a noted profethor eu
Oreek, is very feud of flowers, and
some lass age, on returning from hie
seller* duties, he keened in his front
yard a pestiferous calf bedeeging In
• neighbor. The f'oetor gay* cease
and the animal pillared toward the
dower pit, and in another instant
crashed through the glaze cover and
n▪ ixed with the pots sod plants be.
low. When another professor passed
• few minutes later, helmet gravely 
"I do not understand. Dr. Vernedoe,
why you should object so seriously to
haring a modest cowslip added to your
fine collection of plants." The doctor's
frowning facie relaxed. "Ale Sserborn,"
he retorted, "you see, this wee only •
worthless bulrush."
BANK ACCOUNT WAS ffHORT.
Rat It Was Beesakt Vao aalasee
In a Most Disaatrwas and Ex-
traordinary Manner.
Here is a story of two well-known
young Baltimoreans, whom we wiu
sall Mr. Tom Black and Mr. Dick So-
and-So. sch prides himself on being
ebsolute up to date and up to snuff
lit al rticulars. Tom called seemed
see Dick one morning a short time
ago, and had scarcely passed through
the door before Dick exclaimed:
"By George! The very man. Say,
Tom, I want too to Boothe this after-
moon, and I need $75. I weal you'd
let me have it. I realty wouldn't ask
you. but see my position. •
"Yea." replied Tom, "a sort of to-
sed-ge or no-touch-no-go position.
You are better off at home, Dick. Its
very cold in Boston."
"Somewhat frosty here, toot it
seems." said Dick. "But it's all a joke,
old man. Come in and sit down."
.4 "Haven't time," said Tom. "I just
stepped around to me if you wouldn't
let me have that $100 you already owe
me-4f it's perfectly oonvealent."
Dick seemed to make a hurried men-
tal caleulation, and then told his
friend that he would rive him a cheekfor that amount, but didn't think behad quite that much trt bank.
"But you can go down and me," its
added.
So Tom took the check. !netted Dick
to go to the theater with him that
evening, and hurried down to thebank. The paying t - 1Ier took the
obeck, strolled back, looked at Dick's
accoant, and returned to the window,a 
shaking his bead.
"How much does it take to make it
good?" asked Tom.
"Not allowed to tell," replied the
Tom went to the receiving teller
and deposited $10, to Dick's credit, but
that didn't make the cheek good. An-
other $10 and still others were put up,
with the tame result. until Toes began
•
to perspire and the bank people to
e.
 laugh. Finely Tom deposited histenth $10, with the remark that it was
• toogh game to be up against., and be
again presented the cheek, may to be
met with another shake of the teller'shead and the information: "Very
sorry, Mr. Blank, but that amount was
eomewhat overdrawn."
Tom gave it up and dashed out of thebask. He had no sooner gone than
Dick sauntered in, and, asking how
muck his had to his credit, was told195.
"Just cash me this check for $90,"be said, "and if you see Tom Blankto-day tell him I'm awfully sorry I
eanno4 be able to see him this even-ing, as I have deeided to take thattittle Boston trip we were talking
about this morning."
Groot Teo sad Sim* Teo.
The di fferenee in color betweengreen and black tea has been ascribed
to varier causes. Reetentay Mr. Aso,
of the agricultural college et Toiwehas investigated the subject, and Mbi
offers, in substaete, the following ex-planatiero: In mairing green tea theWoves are steamed as soon as gath-
ered; in the case of black tea theleaves are allowed to ferment beforedrying. The result is that the the
*abed black tea contains mach lesttannin than the green °estates. The
original tea-leaf possesses ea oxiedieing ttiryloite which iis destroyed fa
Ike green tea by steaming. In Week
SPU011 BUREAU.
MT TOM P. 11011a01111.
NEIFERS KILLED FOR DEER.
Sew York Illtiators Olallapot So Pay
$00 her a Dillies Osaalsyy
ea a nue Warm. 
JohnHendziokson, a breeder of
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cothecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re
matey found four of his finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
charges of buckehot, whieh had en-
tered the bodies just behind the fore
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his tarrn in quest on partridge, and
that retiree had been heard in the
vicinity 'of the field where the tattle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd,
and te occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wound, that
killed them that they bore a strong
resetablanse to dodo by reason of
their delicately formed bitibs. He
was 'wised with the idea that they
had been mistakes for deer by the
hunters.
Hendriekson wt to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their mimes and addressee in New
York and after considerable ditScutty
located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as a result
ef his visit he le $500 richer than
when he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITSOUT HANDS.
Prank Ciovrees. et Analogs. 111. Over.
imams+ Siativaiswiy lasasemsuist-
ail. Dillloaltles.
Atlente a small tows mu* of
Bloomington. I11., haa in Wreak Claw-
son • fiddler whose chief bid 'for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Claweon has been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his mitill was such that he was in
demand et every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
resre ago he was caught in a bliz-
zard and both hands were se badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
The old-time Pinging to bring out
music became too strong to be re-
stated, and he conceived the unique
idea of playieg without hands. He
made a contrivance out of heavy
wire, which enabled him to wield the
now. The matter of fingering was
more difficult, but by bard precticte
be trained the stump of his left band
te make the necessary shifts from
one miring to enc.: her, and from pi
titles to position. With the fiddle
held ta place be hie chin and keees
and with the help of his flare,
1111,1111, ClalltriOn 1.,ansirt.to pie%
aeorty as much nu mess as form, or.
A YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
Mrs. emetetese of Iowa Pans, Ia.
Claims tli• aeoeva fee nim,
Iforthweet.
A greadmether ••• r9 to the record of
Mrs. James P. Carleton, of Iowa Pails.
is., who claim, the dietinctien of being
'het youngest granemoth•r in the •s-
tire northwest- O.s is hoping to be a
great-grandmetker by be time she
'meL
Mr and Mrs. Carleton were mar
3 ed in Ohio 10 years ago. Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 yeara old when she was
wooed, won and led to the altar by het
youthful isehoonnate. Less than twe
rears later, when o ily 12 years of age
the beatme a mother. The tendency
toward 'early marriages in the Carom=
amity was transmitted to the dauga
ter, and two years ago, at the age of it,
she was married. Last week the be-
same a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
posemmter at Iowa Falls, but • few
menthe age he and his wife removed to
St. Paul, Minn., where their daughter
sad grandchild reside.
Slovossosot for tile Lawrie.
A promising movement has been
etorted in Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The idea tier
Mated with Dr. P.. Jones, of Rich-
mond, end eeverel prominent and
wealthy nerroes are associated with
him. The first of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Plots of ten sores raeb
will be laid off end upon each will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
of antique Atria. 'Theme plots will be
sold on easy Installments plans to
nerroes anxious to better them-
selves. They will be given precedesl
and ayertematio instruction in farm-
ing., re experienced erpert from the
MeV ee at Hampton being engaged
se ie. rooter.
roan a Wrodtatees Inuresel.
A bold, remarkable project is re
eeiving attention among Russian en-(heel's. it Is proposed to construct
a tunnel under the mein chain of th•
Caucasus mounmine from a point 44
miles south of Vladikavkaa. Tbe tun-
nel will be 23 miles .long and cost
575,000,000. As soon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway is finished, it is be-
lieved, this Caucasian tunnel, whichhas the warm support of the ever.
will be eorameneed. From a militatev
and oommeretal point of view the
work will be et east impertamee. aer
the only direst rommunication with
trane-Cannaals from southern Ruestais by an ordinary reed trent Vb
writes to Wile
Septioels la Cala,
tate dog. Ts all of which he °Negated Tees age therm were LOSS pebbleSea, during fernsentation, the entre* Ile suede pieturesque phrase that he am • eoluseals la Cuba. ivi^ .11 115,000 shildremesidizes the tenets and gives ries hutch trial is tits new distance. Perw awe are 105,8000 esbeel ebbI. a browniatecolored prodast.-. Miserskire 4kanal 11 6wasrl-Ckad UtOrals end ago" 00160 1. we MAWYolore's Catepatios. elthwith 
_ WM.
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There is a wreak down at Spooner'shouse-s writ* that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with a inarked teadencyto talk and a wen on his head. The wrech
• question used to be saluted be his cred.
none as Mr. Spoolier.
Wilere, before, all was joy, to the highestWoven now is sorrow sod woe he largequantities and • dilapidated bureau tat.inarkably small places.
The bureau in question arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly as
sert. Unfeeling neOliboes used to sumer
Linos sneeringly remark that it had morethe appeamsos of having come in the ArkBut neighbors will carp and let their lop
tua through your canlege-patth in wild
and 'bristly freedom, so de will take thee
ewers at 50 per omit. disouunt.
How the bureau eune there was not the
subject that worried 'Spooner just betters
the pall of darknois s.nd bumps settled ovadee happy home. How- to get it away was
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's may daughter, Orcioeie, had,
St least, been so lortunem as to sorrel afearless being., who made her his wite--and
no was Cyclone Spooner no loager. It
Is not the purpose of the writer to dietribute the idea that, but for this tine-ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner wouldhays become more altitudinous. Far bees
It! She simply teamed, as a Spooner, to
sake the menu at three dein repeats look
aa if attacked by an itinerant sat, end to re-
mark plaintively that woman's mission co
earth was not clearly defined around the
edges.
Nov that the daughter had swoop:led
In committing mimony in the first
Agree, Mr. and Mrs. 'pomade resolved tcdo the proper and ap rote thing. Moe
much Centicular thoughl they ckoicied tepresent her the sacred 4ieeesu, arouse
which clustered sash hallo4.d aseosiationalike those indigehous to 4. aid buffal,
nibs.
The sawed bureau was located in the
mooed story of the Broome etonuoite. is
the "spare" bedrhowal How to met it down
stalls was the questiee.
The time, several years before, who.law. the (layman, had raised the panSerous piece of furniture to the mood
story window, by means of meek rope roeprofaaity, was still fresh in Spooner 's miterUs remembered that Jegm had membered
eat bureau, which was an enormously de
veloped affair and then had measured the
stairway.
"Tee lode for the *taus." was Jagged verdiet.
Bo without any more fuss he had pre
reed4 to haul it up the snie of the teem
andeatraisos it through • window.
But Spoons- considers himself s pore he
the way of seacentrated think, to any two
legged drsymea that weer wore • hairy hot-ter for a beard aed charge 00 pieces of
silver for carrying a 50esat trunk tyre
blocks. Hs knew, without measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the be
peso. itinglohanded and atone he attotkedthe lugubnous piece of furniteue in ite ows
mattes spare bedroom.
By dint of iamb polling and sa equal
amount of hauling, he moceeded is wrestOng it to the bead of the stairway. Iss eyrie
of the fact that it seemed ormanselly i.
sock its dem into. the door,, is ist deter
mined alert to ranee the departure.
Getting ahead, to earefully lowered thebureau teemed himself. The operation was
only marred by the trinity &coldest of ailIke drawers slippiag out at me and the
rue time, and all but the lael me barb.
lag seem portion of Spooner's perms se
Lissy fed. • wooden Mower, saes lam, andlanded below is the "jog" of the stairtray. TM last and televise' drawer doparted from the regular order of proceed-ing and lit, wrong aide age en Spooner'sbeat theuldere and bowed heed. His hold
se the Mayflower heirloom slipped and the
owed gime tell forward wine him, ow
=strides him sandal ho. oth the chin
they went, with eh the nzsitenteal
Med celerity that att•gd the plumage oflam. rushing !emetically deers the corridor,
of time.
Spooner was • triS in advance of thebureau when both arrived in the "jog" ofthe Rahway.
The drewers which ILA made thoir.toisam
• few seconds before, lay in • confused hoop.
with all possible owners upward to wei
seine the h Uranus Spooner
He landed on ail these corners a.nd sere
seal nors teat wowed to put in an appeal"
wee for that occasion only, and the me
anent and vindictive bureau steed square
g on its head on his quivering sorpernsity.A wild, misfiled yell, so sharp yet so vol.
semous that it startled the bats out of the
ammo sed brought Mrs flposoer to theiwit of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bursas!" the shrieked
'What, oh! what has happened to dr"Presently a Saito volts riped up from thebottom of the pile where Spooner was dobeg a sontortion sot beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
rot," it said, "but I am mortally wowed
el by this othineemade delimit!"
Frightened at the awful coneticien of hercome, buried beneath • mountain of re
n.rieIe,s turn it are • nd with so imaraseshis life, Mrs. Spooner wan kr seetheInn. Presently she returned with mega
ear Knew. By his strong ern, the wreckif manhood was drawn from beneath theSill eaultest heirloom of the RoundheadsAnother measurement was isstituted, andhe former decision of Jorge the drayman,eras vindicated. The bureau would go se
eirther delve the "jog." for the stairway
ras molt eat-rower from them down.
1Vithout a word, but with • terrible dark
slue resole, depicted on his coC,o
_34logs, and nose severed inehee out amosdentb, Sparsest', seelood by Kilter, set to
work to fame the bureau up to the topd the 'tales 'gain. This thee nemesededis iocompliehing, in spite of the Puritanical
resistanee of that stubborn orthodox MastIf drawers.
Then St:epees, tulle it ever, and over,
end, with the might da aid, he balanced
,t 4 nimisent co the w ndoeveen.
Wee • snide of at non fiendish to andspasmodic hitch to his pantaloons., slow
uy slipping sway from the slut/thee of hisfee rear suspender betton, Spooner meshedah• bureau, sow thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hued d through the air likelie flightof • braze nobbed meteor. Vt'itean it landed on the done-doorstep,two stries below, ad was milting but
rreck of its former grandeur.
Col. Witedygasee's valuable dog, of theIlaneh legged persueren, had, hut a ano-
mie before, bees gawing as overshoe
se the doorstep. Now he lay under the
rureau--only • amine recollection, a hairyareasospot.
("yoked& get no wod•itag present front barparents; Spoiler got nothing but a shonetheortmeat of biimpleand abrasions andA bill for $1.5, said t^e the value of the
A
ELK CULTURE PLANS WOLruL 
"ail
 WORE
Socrstary Wilson to Encourage De.
volopment of the Industry.
WIIU A•14 congress iter 510,000 sew the
Pargemo of Prellialasiory Toot sal
Bovostigotion et What Can Be
Laos. Is Ilwated States.
See rotary Wilson, of the department
St agrieuleure, is determeoci e. re
sive interest in the coltivs toe. ez 511.
worue mulberry trees in dee
United States, aud the aunt of adeeee
which he has asked wageless to give
him to develop silk culture in the
United States for a preliminary test
and investigaticei, will be rpent with
a view of interesting every man and
woman in the oottatry who has Some
spare time for the work in the platting
•i mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for Is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attendee first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
to be prooured there. If the results
In the south are at all satisfactort
n the men. women and even the
children will be appealed to by the gov•
eminent to lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilma, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in the spring, and if
my plans carry, by next spring every
member of congress will have at hil
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall eel upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great Industrial school
at Tuskegee, Ala. He is ready there
Se take hold of the experiment and
do much In a short time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am eonstrned. / know
silk culture can be made a success In
this country. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be a eueoess, but it is a success,
sad the total yield this year will be
100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
fag excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way-
that is. In steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
apon the leaves. 'The Yankee can Stir
mount almost any obstacle, and be be
enedistely Improves almost any Idea
or industry he imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
▪ Oevorser of Rawali Urges
•merteaa liteney for 13•• In
the Island,
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
big coins of the United States and for
the immigration of • limited number of
Mimeos laborers conditioned upon
their entering lu agricultural pursuits
truly during their residence in the tor-
rttory and their return to their own
seruntry upon ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. R.Cooper. acting governor of Hawaii, in
his anneal repoet.
The prosperity of the islands, accord-
tag to the setting governor, depends on
th• successful and economical produc-
tion of sugar. "Tbe employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the plantere."he says, "never bar and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but if an ample supply
art desirable labor can be obtained It
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
shinery, building materials, too* steel
anti leen and other supplies of Amore
son manufacture."
Wow J•rs•re Parr Froa• La•••,,
What is said to be the strictest purefood law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-der it the office of state dairy com-
missioner has been abolished and hisdueies have come tinder those of the
'lief food inspect ur. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
elan tome Into use for human con-
sumption as food or drink is included
antler the law. The tnspection will
even take in canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liableto come 'miler the ban of the law if
the an•Iyals to be made from time totime shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
illeproves Reek Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-lated with germs by Dr. George DBarney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now eerelain that he ban disproved Dr. Roch'stheory that human tuberculosis andbovine tuberculosis are not intercom
umnicable. Dr. Barney said lasttight that be had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed wouldprove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.loch's theory.
Prisoner, in British Iodise Jails.
No fewer than 587,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1nd-1900-gen increase of 92.0.'4
over the nuldber for 1891. Of thisbilge total only 24 555 were females,
which Is a smaller proportion tha•
In western countrit a.
0451 of a Held.'..
A new form of benehictIon to •
New England town le that taken fa
the gift of franc • Schell. of Mau
Tech. who has gives IllareilAeld
AIM. • ISA.41014 orilata
Illeerey Woe Wipes be Memories es
Clarks la the United States
Illeatcpay resod Servios.
Killiona of people are complaint's
liowadays Of being taxed financially.but an army of men in the employ
of Uncle Fem are burdened with s
Mental practice unheard of, as re-
gards extent, in any other country oithe world. Things that a railwaypi eta' clerk mutt remember hate in.
eireeeed in such volume that cee would
thunk ei.-ry cell of his brain woe Id
le tilled eel the name of a post cff'
or railwate onnneetton, atd tee wen
der is toot the clerk's mind does notfalter under the pressure. Despite%team taste math of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago liecord-Herald.
One Chicago !metal clerk maintainedfor several years a record of 21.000
cards (which take the place of lettere
n examinations) with an average pertone of correct distribution of a tratebon over per erne He knew how to
reach that many offices in several
states by the shot test, quickest route,
and be knew the -correct location of1164311 °film in its ie ate.
A clerk on the New York and Chi
eago railway poet office must know
the correct location of everypost of.floe SD a group of states made up ofIllinois, Iowa, WiecOnsin, Indiana
Minnesota, Somell Dakota and Ne-braska. In these seven states there
are 12.317 poet oil ces. Not only is the
clerk required to be "up" on tb 'en
era.) scheme, whit h means the ce.location of the post offices in each
state, but he must know how to reachthe whole 12,000 post offices from on*
or more stations.
A clerk runnier between Chicago
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer'than 78 examleations in 15 years.learning 11,305 offices in 15 different
sections of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was re-quired to make a Chicago city distri-bution, which means that while rnn-
ping over the oceintry at the rate of.
mile • minute he must distribute let-ters to the earth TS of the Chicago de-Beery. He must know not only where
every public building and leading meretantile house le located, but also howto divide the numbers on a particu-lar street so that he can "tie out" hisletters to the correct carrier, accord-lag
 to the route of the latter. This
same clerk made 13 examinations Inten months, with an average correctdistribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 20
axamirations he came out of nine ofthem with a clear 100 per cent. each.Think of such a task, taking Late
consideration the puzzling similarity
of. names that see used to designatepost offices! Theo too, must be con-
sidered the fact vest there are hun-dreds of oases where in each state is'
• post offiee of the same name. ForInstanee, in the states named abovethere are five poet offices tasted Ham-ilton, six Grants, four Garflehis, fourGenoese, four Smithrilles, fo•r Spar-ta, and five Jeffersons, and so on.In some instance, there is a post o*ice of the same name in each of the
seven states. As one may imagine,this only tends to confuse the average
mind.
THE MOUNTAIN LION.
The champion Iteosni.sed-'rweible
reit:heir of (t.e ca. retbe-eiliew
Mardi to Riad.
•
Front a story in St. Nicholas wedip this description of the old•time
mountain Hon:
There was a time when the Ameri-
vas mountain lion was one of the
most formidable animals in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
eau was emessarrs ewe was woe ir• she
most terribly armed and powerful ofVt. cat ramiiy. it was a complied
mass of hard end tough muscle andgristle, with bones of iron, strong
Jews, sharp teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It wasprodignaly strong, lithe, and quick,
*Peered with a mail
-coat of loose skinthat was as tough as leather.- It badthe temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it badthe proverbial nine lives of the cattribe.
Against such an animal it washopeless to match dogs. It was said,
hi the sehool-books of 40 years ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pulldown a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-haps they c,oulci; but they would havebeen sorry of they had tackled a full
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulleddown" by anything", and if he badbeen "pulled down," that wan exactly
the position in which he fought best
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-ing free, aided by his terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position-well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was moat "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar.haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern wenter blizzard; but he at
tallied his greatest size and ferocity
on the rubtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animals are no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot he ie to fine any of the
old-titre. power er ferocity.
Ottepthers roe Royal tosallas.
As his children attained the age of
ten King Edward had everything con-
serving them whIch appeared in the
teeerapapers,paarteef• tato albums, and I
these were handed over to them wheat
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at thebeginninr, aroi each of his ekildres
has a volume of newsperiee •inttleirie
dating from the day el " Ye a.
MUM Ckreet.teke. • --
FRESH FASFICN NOTES.
Row, Ideates ta pres• ny,salTattattadit, tceideaceit, to,r- ti -to. moo
Csa II ta• rAs,
-- 
A charming eve:wig for gyoung is u: rick eet. Ai satin,dialed with either white, gold or col-
toad net, showing a delirate pi oflave or ribbon applique in e eural de
rign, ante:Instills with re.. or ca-
mellias *waif on el a ette 'ed Aweless.
sees, says the Breoklyn
lieme• ineenuotie mort I ' a intro
-nesd. nn edeetive neeeie Liu season,
namely, black velvet roses, hi iaout the
Ike of the palm of one's hand, rend)
to applique ont,c, silk, lace or chiffin
There. is an open circle lIt the middle
through which the material can bedrawu. These roses make the mere
effective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brieet
of this season was made with a clef-
ton coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke of Inc. and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and e handeome lie.flouts- at the hem. In this bride's
..,seau .vas a handsome white satin
gown, with a laCe flounce round the
hem, put on very full and he; led by
festoons of chiffon caught up into
scallop/a.
At a recent society function in Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
tideable toilettes wau of black vel-
vet. The Louis XV7, oormge formed adouble-bteasted front arid leiag coat-
tail behind. while round the decol'ete
age a deep white lace collar, almest
readhing to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulder& and forred a pointin front. White mousseline transpar-
ent kin. loose sleeve* were caught
tightly it. tie wrist by a black velvetband.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be •
*molly, although unique and, exceed*
Ingly. beautiful examples, are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers or
something newerdin the line of jewelry
end aress accessories have turred
the4r attention to the Russian prodno-(Ions. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is sail-dent guarantee that they will notlie-
come too popular. and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from ail lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining is
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige, and very ethereal effects are pro-duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exceedingly well in foulards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantillyincriotations is a good combination.
It is less eepensive than the very rich
embroideries end in man ways le
very desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
flomfortrehle novena That ta Easily*
Mad. at nonte-In %aft's.
Oak st•In. rte.
P,'w families, whether in town orintintry, hare sufficient (-loot space
Is which to keep gowns unit
vamps unwrinkled. The safer way,
IT 1111PY e.oe. is to by aein ratty
md onoithiv in a box large eeoech
acc,,awn..,late them et their :ull
`length. Slob a beer may be made
it home in such • way as to serve adouble purpose-that of eolith sod
wardrobe combined, says the New
Ycrk Tribune. A stout box of nopamt.
td wood, six feet fou- niche' long by
about three feet four inches wide, canbe constructed by any Mg boy or hi•
mother without difficulty, using rotund
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside oil
the box and lid with a servieeeble camebrie or Weida. Then nail • cushion,
deep and springy, to the to. This
cushion may be mode of an old hair
mattress picked to pities and put in
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste." or may be procured atlittle expense from en upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chintz in
hoe plaits all around the box, and cover
Le top separately, finishing the edge
if the latter with a full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening.
Pave • strong loop on the edge of thetop by which to liteeit, and it is well tofasten a piece pf strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinges.
Heaped with pillows and with an at
ghan thrown over-the foot, this make,
a comfortable couch by day, and eyesby night if necessary.
An excellent hail table for a countryfemme was evolved not long ago by asingerJous girl from sit ordinary nr•
opin:ed kitchen table without a leaf
ne sawed two inetos from the lege
then stained the whole with a black
nein. made as follows: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in
stone jar, with just enough water ',-
cover them and left to simmer co
stove for half a toy. This liquid
applied to the wood and left to c.Vinegar in which a number of ruste
nails had been steeped was thenbrushed over, and repeated until the
able acquired a good antique oak col-twiner. Brass rollers wets then fartened on the legs aed an old-fashionedbrsss trdle put oe the drawer, vrtich
was stained Mei& to match the out-
ride, and served for holding gloves. rte.
scarf of dark Teti leather wee fas-tened clown the minile of the table withbrass headed tack anti, behold! I real.
Ly handsome "ole ch" htillsblel
Asa a Coma One.
Willie-Pa, is pelitAto a prof...ape
sr • by/annul
Pa—Well, that darneds upon cit.
nonstoaces If you're as the who.
sing side it's hy1*10s.---zus4.6
fteiNk
I.
1
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Bubblers! BUbblersi
Bubblers!
Children get a Bubbler, dip in water,
and you can blow bubbles as big
as your head.
Requires no soap-suds, and therefore
NO MUSS.
One with every 25c purchase at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. 180.
Coe. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Thursday Morning, July 20, 1905.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks cf Fourth and
•Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three-room cottage.
Apply to 13,35 Trimble street
FOR RENT—Front room, also two
rooms for light housekeeping, 1209
Jefferson street..
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, large recep-
tion haR, hot and cold water, reood
out buildings, nice yard with shafle
trees. Wit sell on terms to sait pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone No. 63o.
FOR SALE—Lots north side Har-
rison street, between 13th and t4th,
364 feet 2 -2 inches east and west,
itie feet north and south. Apply at
Fraternity building. Dr. Blythe.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—
Union Central Hotel, 1105 Broadway,
Paducah, Kr. Best location for $t
to $1.50 hotel anywhere. Reason for
wanting to sell and terms made
known by calling on or addreseing,`
W. H. Parham, Mgr.
WANTED—A cokined porter at
Hayes Dreg Co., Seventh and Broad-
way.
WANTED—Colored boy to fire
furnace at Paducah Toilet Supply
company at 1754 Monroe.
Dissolution Notice.
The firm of Michelson Brothers,
composed of M. J, and S. J. Michel-
son, and doing business at 123 South
Second street, Paducah, Ky.. is this
day dissolved, S. J Michelson retir-
ing from business and M. J. 'Michels
eon continuing the business. All
debts due the firm will be collected
by M. J. Michelson and all debts due
by the firm will be paid by him.
Signed this day. July 17, 1905
N. J. MICHELSON,
S. J. MICHELSON.
T AK E
Lemon Chill Tonic
For that Tired Feel.,
in, Loss of Appetite,
NerTiOrifr Depres s i on
and Spring Fever.
Guaranteed to cure
Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 60c per Bottle.
LOCAL NEWS
.0
--‘-tThe Y. M. C. A. excursion occurs
this evening aboard the steamer Dick
Fowler and hundreds are preparing
for the evening to be spent rein the
waters'
--The weather possibilities for to-
day are continued high temperature,
with probable ehowers during the
day.
A lost pocketbook was found on
the South Side yesterday and turned
over to Chief James Collins, where
the owner can get same.
Yesterday morning the men began
laying the paring brick on the west
fide of Smith Third street, convene-
ing at Kentucky avenue. By evening
they had fin'ish'ed half a block on that
side of the car tracks.
The eleven-months-old baby of Mr.
, and Mrs. J. T. Bean, of 700 South
teenth s/ttreet. died yesterday of
rinf onia and whooping cough and
s.ill b taken to Florence Station and
butted in cemetery there.
--Traityrruist 4. L. McCabe, of
the I. C. is in L .,ti e .ith Super
intendent Egan Ag‘tri g mv he new
timetable for the Lonisville di ision.
It StOes tilt° effect shortly, but ill
probably filit's affect any passeng
trains'.
Personal Mention 
2illiss Mabel McNichols went to La-
fayette, Ky., yesterday to visit.
Miss .Rubye Jones, of Fulton, is
visiting . her grandfather, Rev. T. J.
Owen,
Isfhs. Bettie Buckner went to Lou-
isville yesterday to visit her daugh-
ter, Mire Herman Nettleroth.
Misses Hallie and 'Hattie Boaz
have gone to Fulton to visit Mrs,
Algie Plundee.
Mesdames Joseph Burkhain and C.
W. Wooldridge have returned from
Springfield, Mo.
.Mrs. Thomas Hayden, of Roches-
ter, Ky., is visiting here.
Miss Virgie Culver, of St. Louis; is
vi-iting Mts. Aaron Hurley, wife of
the popular policeman.
Mr. Otto Burton, of Fulton, has re-
turned home after being confined
here in the railroad hospital with ill-
ness.
Mrs. Joseph Shelton and children,
of Mlayfield, are. visiting here.
Mee J. A. Jones, of Owensboro, is
visiting her son, Mr. Albert Jones.
Mr. Clarence Gardner is visiting in
Memphis, Tenn.
.Mr. Newton Adams went to Lex-
ington, Ky.. yesterday to visit.
Misses Bertha and Elsie Shelley, of
Dallas, Texas, will arrive today to
visit their sister, Mrs. Victor Voris.
Mrs. James Lloyd went to Kansas
City yesterday to spend the sumer.
Mr. F. M. Bernard went to Smith-
land yesterday after a ten days' stay
here.
Mrs. W. E. Lindsey and children
have gone to Cayton, N. Nti., to visit.
.Mrs. Campbell Flournoy, of here,
and father, Mr. Harrison Watts, of
Charlotte, N. C., went to Waukesha,
Wis., last night.
Mr. Miller Bradshaw went
;on yesterday.
Mr. Riley Pitman and family, of
England, Ark., have moved back here
to live, and are now visiting Mrs. Pit-
man's parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
Garvey.
Miss Caroline Ham has returned
from visiting in Cairo.
Hon. John K. Hendrick
EddyviDe yesterday.
Miss Mary Weldon has
...from Dixon Springs. Ill.
Edward Sec- has
from sojourning si Dass-son.
Mr. Norman E "lhaxton, the bank-
er of Waynesboro, Term., is visiting
Dr. Neville.
..Menclaines Lorenzo Emery, Mary
Vane, J. M. Walton, John Bebout
and Mr. and Mrs Albert Lawrence
have returned from Cincinnati op the
Rees Lee
Mr. William Voor and family have
gone tr Lotrirrille and other points
for a se-eral weeks visit.
Mr. l'rank Mantz returned
day f .nn sojourning at
Spring
Dr. C. Eubanks has
from Lixon Springs,
issw,T L. K. Taylor has
from a trip to Tennessee.
Mrs. John Rock, of Metropolis,
spent yu,terday in the city.
Mrs. :in Wiry, of Benton, was
here yesterday the guest of her bro-
ther, Dr. T. R. Coleman, while en
route to Princeton, where she went.
at noon.
!Ars. Fred Shoemaker,
visiting relativts here.
Mr. J. Wallace Coleman has resign-
ed his piece in the Gilbert drug store
in Mechanicsburg and gone to May-
field to take a place with Leon Ev-
ans.
Mire Mamie O'Brien will return
tomorrow from attending the house
party of Mr. and Mrs Clarence Mar-
tin--of Greenville, Ky.
Misses, Lorena, Lillian and Carrie
Beyer and Dora Rouse have gone to
Mayefild to attend the house party
of Misses Luna and Eyrie Douthitt
Mr. Mx B. Nelms, of Bowling
Green, arrived here yesterday on bus-
e%91.
Mr. Thomas Baskette left yester-
day for Morganfield on business.
MS. Robert Hayes went to Little
Cypress yesterday for a visit.
Me and Mks Chris Liebel leave
this morning for a sojourn at Daw-
son.
!Miss Bernice hrogney, of Long-
view, Texas, is visiting her cousin,
Miss Edna Mooney, of North Fourth
street. • i
Mr. Jame e P. Smith returned lust
evening from a two weeks' stay at
Dawson.
Misses Ida, Edith, Maud and Grace
Sditherland-end Harriet, Fleftence and
Alice Carey, of Cairo, were here yes-
tseday spending the day.
Mrs. T. E. Holland and daughter,
Mfiss Nell, will return today from so-
journing at Dawson Springs.
Me. Maurice I. Farnbaker, former
secretary of the K. 1. T. League, ar-
rived here last night from Cairo.
.Mr. L. B. Mlanson arrived here yes-
terday from Louisville. He is the
well known insurance man.
Hrs. Mary R. Stuart, of Nashville,
Tenn, arrived here last evening.
'Mrs. Kate Craig has returned from
Evansville and Booneville, Ind.
Mk. Charles Carney goes to Co-
lumbus, Ohio, today to locate.
litr. J. L. Kilgore left last evening
for a trip through the South.
'Mrs. Frank 'Murray and child will
shortly leave for their home in Pu-
eblo, Colorado, after visiting the for-
tiler's parents, Mk. -and Mrs. E. R.
Bradshaw, of West Mionroe.
to paw-
went to-
returned
returned
yester-
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returned
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Sick People
SON OF MR. - FRANK RODFUS
CONFINED WITH ILLNESS
AT HOME.
Little Son of Abe Marcoffsky Doing
Nicely—Samuel Gibson Attacked
With Paralysis.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Rodfus is quite ill at their
home on Fifth and Jackson streets.
Mr. Harry Allen is able to be out
after a two weeks' confinement with
a billion sattack.
Miss Dow Husbands continues
dangerously ill with malarial fever at
sheet.her oh me on Jefferson. at Tenth
Mrs. Lawrence kagor was some bet
ter yesterday. She has been serious-
ly ill fey the past week.
Master Fred Bahr, the popular lit-
tle carrier for The Register, is con-
fined at his home on Willie street in
Mechanicsburg, with an attack of ma
lanai fever.
The little son of Mr. Abe Marcoffs-
ky continues to improve from the re-
sult of amputation that reek off his
foot that was mangled by getting it
caught under the street car on lower
Broadway. The boy is able to be outin his chair being rolled around.
Watchman Sam Gibson., of the Ten
neesee street crossing hr he I. C.,is suffering from paralysis that afflict,-
ed his right side.
Mr. Harry Savage, painter at the
I. C., is confined with illness.
Judge E. W. Pratt, the coal dealer.
is able to be out after a several
weeks' illness at his home on South
Third street.. He has lost much of
his avoirdupois during the siege, but
is gradually recovering same.
Miss Clausie Sutherland, who has
been ill the pa t month with typboid
fever, is able to be up and about at
the home cif Mr. J. R. Smalley, of
Arcadia. She is the daughter of Po-
lice Commissioner Richard Sucher
land, of Jackson street, who was tak-
en to the Arcadia home and kept me
in the open air under a tent and given
the "air treatment" that saved _her
life.
Mr. Thomas Nance, the insurance
man, yesterday received a letter from
his adopted daughter, Miss I.ula
Moore, who stated that she was feel-
ing much better since she went to
Denver, Col.. for her health. Mr.
Nance and wife are now preparing to
go out there and spend the winter.
Laid At His Dcfor
MANY BURGLARIES LAID AT
DOOR OF V?'ILL AR-
NOLD.
Chief James Collins Suffering From
Growth on His Eye-Lid—Jew-
elry House Robbed. •
• It is probable that by this morning
Will Arnold, colored, wild have three
housebreaking charges hanging over.
his head, as Detectives Moore and
Baker are working on his case and
believe he is wanted for still another
offense, that of breaking into the res-
idence of Contractor Charles Wer-
ren, the painter of West Broadway.
Arnold was arrested yesterday by
Detective Baker out near the I C.
shops. He is accused of breaking in-
to the residence pf Charles Zeiss of
27th and Tennessee streets, June sth,
and stealing a clock and revolver,
while on May 27th it is claimed he
broke into the home of Wager Lloyd
and stole a shotgun. He is a broth-
er of the toots at the Warren home,
and the detectives believe he was the
party who entered that place one
night last week and stole $19 from
Mr. Warren's pants. They are in-
vestigating the last mentioned charge
and will get out a warrant for him
if circurnetances justify same
River Ripplings.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 29.9, 0.5 fail.
Chattanooga, 6.2, et fall.
Cincinnati 18.5, 1.9 fall.
,Evansville 11.3, cod rise.
Florence 6.5, 1.1 rise.
Johnsonville los, 0.8 fel!.
Louisville 7.6, 0.1 tall.
Mt. Carmil 48, 0.4 fall.
iNashville 9.9, 0.5 fall.
Pittsibur 2.9, 0.3 fall.
'Davis Island Dam 4.8, o.6 fall.
Se_ouis 21.4, fall.
Mt. Vermin 10.7, 0.5 fall.
Paducah 16.7, 0.1 fall.
Burnside 1.5, 0.5 fall.
Carthage, 39, 0.3 fall.
Yesterday afternoon the steamer
Clyde left for the Tennessee river':
She mines otri of that stream next
Monday night..
Tonight late the steamer Kentucky
comes out of the Tennessee river.
She lays here until 5 o'clock 'Saturday
afternoon before getting out on her
return trip.
The Reuben Dunbar came in yes-
terday _from Clarksville and left im
mediately for Nashville.
The Dick Fowler skips cut for
Cairo this morning arscV comes back
tonight about ii o'clock.
The Joe Fowler came in yesterday
from Evansville and left immediately
on her return that way to come back
here again tonscrrow. Today's pack-
et in that. trade is the John 
-
kirrs.
The City Of Sahel() left St. Lotik
yesterday on her initial trip and get•here tonight about a o'clock bound
for the Tennessee river.
The Rees Lee gets to Cincinnati
tomorrow and leaves there at 5
o'clock Saturday afternoon bound
back this way for Memphis, -
The Peters Lee reaches Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow af:
tcrnoon on her return this way for
Cincinnati.
The City v-,4 Memphis will leave St.
Louis this afternoon for the Tennes-
see river and gets here Saturday
morning on her way up.
The City of Savannah passes out
of "the Tennessee river today bound
hack to St. Louis.
Probabilities, are that the present
trips being made by the Rees Lee
and Peters Lee will be their last
ones is the Memphis and Cincinnati
thide, as the company finds it is dan
gerous to continue its steamers be-
cause of the low water in view.
Jewelers Robbed.
Yesterday morning Jewelers War-
ren & Warren, of Broadway between
Second and Third street, reported to
the police that they closed the even-
ing before at 6 o'clock for supper,
and attaches went .back at 7:30
o'clock and found the rear door of
the house open, wfrile about $2oo
worth of stock was stolen from the
cases They presume they locked the
thief up in the store when they cbosed
first and that after the culprit got all
he wanted fie unlocked the back doo.
and got out.
Growth on Eyelid.
Chief James Collins has some char-
acter of growth coming on the upper
lid of his left eye, and he is just
waiting developments to see what it
is before having it lanced. It it
about the size of a big pea and looks
like a sty, with the exception that it
does not come to a head. It it a
very large bump and the chief can-
net imagine what causes same. but
if it don't go away before Tong he
will, have it cut off
FIFTY HORSES LOST IN FIRE.
Lander, Wyo., July to.—The troop
stable at Fort Wasiihelcie, sixteen
miles from Lander, has been destroy-
ed by fire. Fifty horses belonging to
Troop F. Tenth U. S. cavalry, were
'burned, and also three mules and
eonsiderahle saddlery. The horses
_mt. and Mrs. Edward Wheeler t were large sorrels and among the fin
hive a new son at their home. • J est in the army.
Dangerous Altair
STEAMBOATMEN ARGUE THAT
OLD BRIDGE SHOULD
COME DOWN.
Proximity of Piers to Stone Pillars
qf New Bridge Form Dangerous
"Cross-Current."
A prominent steamboetman stated
yesterday that if there developed
nc negotiations whereby the Illinois
Central railroad stood any dhow of
selling the old bridge spanning the
Tennessee riser and it. left standing
there that the rivermen would take
up the matter and see if they could
not compel the company to tear
down the old structure which is a
menace te, navigation.
When the railroad company built
the new bridge one mile beyond the
cld one on the Tennessee river above
here up the Louisville division, the
piers of the two structures being so
close together makes. a "croas-cur
rent" in the river between the two
structures, and this eddying flow of
the stream makes it nearly impossi-
ble for steamboats to pass through
same, as many boats have been dash-
ed against the piers and badly dam-
aged, on account of the craft being
unable to control itself against this
dangerous character of current
which would flow towards one side
of the stream one day and change
the next, therefore making it impossi-
ble for the pilots to know just exact
ly how to steer their boats in order
to gee through both bridges with
safety.
The I. C. is trying to sell the old
bridge to the state for about $2o,000,
se it can be covered with timbers
and converted into a foot and wagon
bridge for passage back and forth of
vehicles and pedestrians. A river-
man said yesterday that the road had
been trying to give the bridge away
on account of the great cost of mov-
ing the useless timbers, iro and
piers, and now that they cott not
present it to anybody, they are bying
to sell it to the state. Continuing he
said the oteamboattnen would fight
the matter to the highest court*,
their attempts to have the old str
ere torn down because it causes thi
momentary danger while they are
trying to get their boats through that
dengerous stretch of river between
the two structures. The combined
piers swerve the stream into the dan-
gerous "cross-current" which will
forever remain if the old bridge re
mains.'
Chia lo Tour
Lucky Day
There's a pleasant surprise ready for you right now—just step to the
nearest bar and ask for a glass
Belvedere
the Master Brew
There's a wealth of happiness in every drop. It cies, refreshes
and satisfies. It's a revelation of what can be produced when the
choicest, purest malt hops are brewed by experts.
DEMAND BELVEDERE AND SEE THAT YOU GET IT.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Ask Your Grocer
For KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
"he Standard Flour o
The World,
5.
Cleft Clark Resigned.
Mr. Charles Clark, the postoffice
mailing clerk, yesterday resigned his
position after twenty-two years' con
;tent service. He gives up his posi
tion in order to devote his entire
time to his livery ptable business on
South 'Third street. He is succeeded,
by, Clerk J. Will Watts.
Remains Here
MR. ATKINSON WILL NOT
MOVE HEADQUARTERS
TO IUKA.
Michael Brothers Trying to Get Spur
Track to Collar Fat tory—
Commercial News.
Mr. J. Edward Atkinson, the well
known drummer, had prepared to
have for luka, Miss., to make that
city his headquarters for the estab-
lishment, he represents but yester
day received a letter from his house
requesting him to continue traveling
out of here and making this city his
headquarters.
,•••••••IM
Waiting for Track.
Michael Brothers, the leatherveork-
ins dealers, had intended to have
their plans drawn ammedintely for the
new collar factory they intend build-
ing on Jefferson street between Sec-
ond and Third, but are now holding
the matter up until they see if they
can obtain a spur track run up to the
rear of their proposed structure by
the I. C. railroad which already has
a switch running through the block
from Second to Monroe to the rear
of Covington Brothers wholesale
grocery house at Third and Jefferson.
The spur would only have to be rim
off from the switch now laid, an
when arrangements are effected for
the track the new building will be
erected.
Order Delayed.
'General Manager George Wallace,
of the street railway company, receiv
ed word from the factory that he or-
dered sixteen new motors from, that
the industry was so far behind with
a rush of orders that the new ma-
chinery ordered for the Paducah
street cars would be thirty days be-
hind the original date scheduled for
shipment. The supply house is rush
ing things as fast as possible, but
will be unable to get the new pieces
here for some weeks yet.
New Establishment
Mr. Lee Levy, of Owensboro, is
eaprted here in a day or two to ar-
range for opening the ladle,' tailoring
establishmene in the building on
Broadway between Third and Fourth
streets just vacated by Clothier
Piage, who yesterday finished the
work of moving over on the other
side of the street into the Rieke es-
tablftshmore.
tYll'ElD GASOLINE TO
START A FITele,
Newbury, Mich., July 19.--ffly a gas-
oline explosion in his house at Iftc-
Mitten. Dan Long was fatally burn-
ed, his 3-year
-old daughter was
burned to a crisp and his wife broke
her back by jumping from a second-
story window and will die. The
Wouse was burned to the ground.
Long need some gasoline to build a
fire in the kiteben
The Tokio correspondent of a Lots
don paper says a Japanese army has
landed north of Vladivostok awl that
it is believed to be a movement for
the ,frrrestioeat of the Russian fort-
Automobile Run
CLUB LAST EVENING ARRANG-
ED FOR BIG OUTING
SUNDAY
Eleven Machines, Carrying Thirty-
Four People, Will Make the Cir-
cuit Outlined.
Last night the Paducah Automobile
club held their meeting at the B.
Weille establishment and outlined
their big trip for next Sunday, at
which time about thirty four people
will go along for the outing.
It was decided that the machine
owners and occupants of each 'dual
assemble at 5:30 o'clock Sunday morn
ing at the Foreman Tin-ehers estab
lishment on Broadway between First
and Second street. Half an hoer
later they leave for the run, and from
here go • F • ` trrshall county,
then to Benton, Wadesboro, Murray.
Lynn drove, Mayfield and Folsom-
dale. Dinner will be taken at Ma/f-
ray, where Colonel Mike Griffin, she
tobacco buyer, has arranged for a fine
tarbecue for the tourists, who ex-
pect to get back home by 5 o'clock
Sunday afternoon.
The machines to go along, the or-
der in which they will run and the
number of people to be carried, are
as follows: Finis Leek has people;
Dan Fitzpatrick, two peopte; Henry
A. Peter, four people; E. C. Clark,
two people; James Weille, four peo-
ple; Henry Arens, four people; Ben
Weille, four people; Herbert Wailer.
stein, four people; Charles E. Grid
Icy, two people; Dirk Rudy, four pro
pie; Samuel Iihremen, two people.
This will make thirty-four altogether,
and the erahnsiests expect to have a
fine trip and do some record-break-
ing runs.
TWO DYING AND'
OTHERS HURT. I. •
Boiler of Thresher Esplodes in Sevier
County, Tenn., With Dire
Results.
Sevierville, Tenn, July 19.—A six-
horse-power engine and boiler were
blown up at Middle Creek, three
miles south of this place, while
threshing wheat for Mr. James Ogle
Monday. A dozen or more men,ara
injured, five or six very seriously
hurt and maimed with broken arms
and begs and ghastly cuts and wounds,
while Victor Lowe and .Ben Nolte's,
two substantial farmers, are badly
mangled and are dying in great
agony.
The. machine was runniag at full
speed when the explosion came, and
was surrounded by a score or more
of men who were aiding in the work.
The boiler and engine were blown
into a thousand pieces,, flying in an
directions.
Chinese Laundry,
Poh Wang, the Chinaman who has
leased the empty bedding beside Mr.
Cockers bakery on South Third
street, will ha#e his force of nine pig
tall, here by the first of next week.
ready Tor businesa.
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